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REPORT OF THE REGENTS 
Columbia, S. C., January 1, 1924. 
To !lis E iJ'cellency, Thomas 0. 11/cLeod, Got•e7'1W7' of outh Oa7'0-
lina: 
In compliance with the statutes the Board of Regent of the 
outh Carolina State Hospital re~pectfully . ubmits its report 
for the year 1923. 
NUMBER OF PERSOXS NDER CARE OF THE BOARD. 
By reference to the statistical tabnlation of the Superintend-
ent's report. it will be seen that the number of persons in the 
ho pital on December 31, 1922 inclndino- those on parole 
was . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2649 
The aclmi sions for the year have been . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 890 
The total number nncler treatment during the year was .. 3539 
The daily aYerage number was 2425, and the number in the 
hospital on December 31, 1923 including tho e on parole was 
2702, an increase of 53 patients. 
Your attention is callcll to the fact that 309 patients died 
during the year. and that there were discharged from the books 
in a deli tion there to, ;)~8 , classified as follows: 
As Recovered . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 196 
As Improved . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 202 
As UnimproYecl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
A · Without P ychosis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44 
Transferred to State Training School, Clinton, S. C. . . . . . . 69 
\Ve point with satisfaction to the recoYeries and to the im-
proved cases, as that, aft r all, is the ultimate goal to which all 
effort in the hospital is directed. 
In the report for 19_·2, the following statement was made: 
'·The Board ha in several previous reports, called attention 
to the o ver-cro,vded and unsanitary conditions of the quarters 
for negroes, particularly the negro male quarters, and souaht 
relief from these COI1(litions. I n la~t year's report it was pointed 
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ont that unless relief conlcl be harl, it ,youlcl be nece . ary for the 
Board to instruct the Snpcrintenclent to refuse admissions, as fur-
ther over-crowding " ·ould be inhumane. Many admissions have 
had to be refused, but the hospital has tried to take care of all 
emergencies in order that no inf:ane person >~"Ould have to be 
cared for in the county jails. Attention was called to the fact 
last year that the quarters for white men were rapidly approach-
ing the maximum capacity ancl that proYision would have to be 
made :for them. During the yenr, admi ·sions for a number of 
white men had to be rein eel on account of not having room for 
them. If the ho pita 1 is to meet the demands constantly being 
made upon it, additional building will han to be provided. 
"It has been the policy of the Board since the remodelin" of 
the plant in Columbia was tartecl, to ultimately segregate the 
colored people at State Park. This is deemed advi able from 
an economical point of vi w as w ll as the desirability of having 
the i·ace, separate l. The Board fnlly realize the financial con-
ditions confronting the tate at this time, but it should be re-
membered that these conditions unfortunately bring about in-
creased mental irkness, and. if the . tate i to do it part, pro-
vision must be made for their care, not only a an act of charity 
towards the mentally sick persons themselves, but as a protection 
to the community in which they re ·ide. If it could be found 
feasible and practicable by a bond i sue or otherwi e to provide 
the nee sary funds to meet the requirements of the hospital at 
this time, the Board :feels that money could be saved, rather 
than by building in piece-meal as we will from now on be required 
to do. 1£ funds for a building for colored men could be provided, 
this year, it would not relieve the condition of the over-crowded 
qnarters for white men but on the other hand, if buildings could 
be prov.iL1ed and all negTo men sent to State Park, a part of the 
quarters now occupied by them could be rebuilt for white m n 
and added to as time would demand. 
Other urgent needs of the hospital are specially equipr eel 
buildings for both white and colored races :for the criminal 
insane. ince the revi ion of the laws in 1920, the hospital is 
frequently called upon to receive criminals and hold them for the 
purpose of observation until their mental status can be deter-
mined. 'Ve have no special buildings for the care of these people 
and the Board feels that the ho pital management hould not be 
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held responsible :for the sa:fet~, of the e people, unle s they are pro-
vided with ecure buil ling in which to hold them. It is :further 
felt that it is not just to the other patient to require them to 
occupy the same quarter with the worst type o:£ the criminal 
insane." 
We again call thi.· to your attention, and to the attention o:£ 
the Legislatnre. At the 1 !)22 session the Legislature gave 
, 150,000.00, $100,000.00 o:£ ·hich had to be borrowed :from the 
Sinking Fund: and "·ill haY to l e returned this year, :for con-
trnction work. \Vith thi money the Board i now building at 
tate Park a building for negro men. This building, while 
imple in design, is modern in matters o:£ sanitation, and is as 
near fireproof as the Board can make it. 
We cannot urge too strongly the appropriation o:£ at least 
$150,000.00 more thi. year, in order that we may continue the 
development of State Park, as tl~e number of patients in the 
ho pital both white and olorcd: is steadily on the increase, clue 
to two can es: 
1. The reduction o:£ the death rate, due to the better treatment 
and care which the inmate are now receiving. 
2. Dne to the appreciation in the tate, o:£ the :fact that 
patients in the hospital receive humane, scientific and constant 
care and attention. 
ITO ' PITAL CONDITIO:N, DURI JG 192:1. 
One agnin we are gratified to be able to report that the 
general health at the ho. pital during the year ha been excellent. 
There have been no epirlemic , and a study of the mortality tables 
how that a large proportion of the death were o:£ senile ca es, 
or of persons who were in . erio:.1 physical condition when reach-
iug the ho pital. 
The death rate for the year i · .7% which is extremely low, 
considering the clas o:£ -patients received. The detailed table 
shov,ring the :facts about the cause o:£ deaths is most interesting 
and your attention i pnrti ularly called thereto. 
0 T OF OPERATIO . 
For 1923 the p r capita co t was 0.7 80 per day. This 
i $.0562 higher than in 1922 and the difference, while not large, 
is clue to the increa ed cost o£ certain supplies. 
Sales of produce f rom the fa rms :mel da.iry amounted to T wo 
Thousand, One Hundred and Thirty- ix Dollars and Forty Cents 
($2,13(\AO) and from the Occupational Department Jine Hun-
dred and Thirty Nine Dollars and Eighty Four Cents ($939.84:) . 
The income from pay patit>nts vms Sixteen Thousand, Nine Hun-
dred and Eighty Nine Dollars :mel Seventeen Cents ($16,989.17). 
Once again we '"ere able to Jive within onr appropriation. 
Tbe Treasurer's report shows a balance on hand, in addition to 
the Twenty Five Thousand Dollar (.'25,000.00) revolving fund, 
of E le,·en Thousand, Five H undred and Seventy Four Doll ars 
and T1vo Cents ($11,574.02). As ''e have heretofore explained, 
this sum was accumulated during the year by the sale of groceries 
to employ es uniform. to nm e and attendant , books to students, 
etc. This amount will be consumed in paying for supplies and 
equipment purchased and contracts entered into in 1923. 
] ARM OPERATI ONS. 
The Board requires a strict set of books to be kept against 
each farm. vVe had a very good farming year and are glad to 
report that the rc ul t of the year's operations were as follows : 
Balance in favor of Columbia farm ................ $ 7303.37 
Balance in fayor of Pell farm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2996.31 
Balance in favor of Moore farm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5387.65 
Total balance in faYor of farming operations .. . . . .. $15,687.33 
Om dairy herd continues to improve. \Ye have pa sed our 
last tu bercu 1in te t, an<l have been placed on the accredited list 
of herds by the U. $. Department of Agricultnre. This means 
that oYer a period of time the herd has been examined and has 
been found free of tuberculo is, and it gives the herd a standing 
with I erson who wish to buy breeding stock. Unfortunately, 
there has been no demand for young bull , and we have aO'a.in 
traded a number of them for beef. There is no question but that 
this re ults in a gain to the animal industry of the State, by the 
distribution of the ·e pure bred animals. 
In addition to our dairy operations we have luring the year 
bought beef cattle, fattened them and laughterecl them anrlu eel 
the beef in the ho pital. We find this give a very fine quality of 
bee£ and at the ame time enable ns to feed our surplns silage 
and gives us a large supply of manure. The whole operation is 
very profitable. 
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On the entire year's operation the dairy hows a profit of 
Four Thou and Nine Hundred and Fifty One Dollar and 
Twenty Eight Cents ($4,951.2 ) . 
B DGErr FOR 1923. 
Bnsed on the nverage population for the first eight month of 
1923 we have prepared and submitted the followino- budget: 
Maintenance .................... . .............. . 
Hospital Dairy ..................... . .......... . 
Columbia. Farm ................................ . 
~1oore Fa.rn1 ....... . ..................... . ..... . 
Pell Farm ..... . ............................... . 







Tota 1 .................... . ............. . .. 907,775.25 
The item of One Hundred Thousand Dollars ( 100,000.00) 
provided in last year's appropriation to be available this year 
rloe · not appear in the foregoing figures. This amount was 
spent in 1923 or i under contract for the erection of the build-
ing at tate Park. 
The item of One Hundre l and i~ty Six Thousand, Eight 
Hundred and eYenty D0llar ($166,870.00) appearing in the 
bnclget for permanent improvements is requested in order that 
One Hundred and Fifty Thousand Dollars ($150,000.00) may 
be applied to continue the program of development to provide 
for the transfer of the negroes to tate Park. Once more we 
wish to ay that this leYelopment i. imperative and should not 
be further po tponed. 
The request for ixteen Thousand Eight Hundred and eventy 
Dollnrs (, 16. 70.00) i. for the purpose of placing the over-
head sprinkler system in th attics of all building , thereby re-
ducing the fire hazard which is a source of constant thought to 
the Board, the officers nncl the employees of the hospital. 
OlJ L "IO . 
During the year the l3oarc1 had mo t . ati factory l1ealings 
with the other , tate Department. and Officers, for which it 
expresses it thanks and al o wi he. to express its appreciation 
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of the morale, and high tone of the nurses, attendants and em-
ployees of the hospital, and to thank each and every one and 
particularly the snperintendent :mel doctors for their efforts 
in behalf of the patients in the institution. 
Respectfully submitted, 
R. B. SCARBOROUGH, Chairman, 
CHRISTIE BENET, 
F. H. McLEOD, M. D., 
A. W. REYNOIJDS, 
J. E. SIRRINE. 
Board of Regents, South Carolina State Hospital. 
,• 
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT 
Columbia, . C., J anuary 1, 1924. 
To The Bonrcl of Regent of th e 'mtth C!a1'olina 'tate llospital. 
Gentlemen: 
In accordance with your requirements, th report of the up-
erintendent for the year ending Dec. 31, 1923 is her~with respect-
fully ubmitted. 
Thi is the one hundredth annual report of the hospital ince 
the laying of the corner tone, July 22, 1 22, of the original 
structure, The outh Carolina Lunatic Asylum, now called the 
Old Buil Eng. It would eem appropriate at this point to call 
attention to some of the early history of the hospital which 
heretofore has not been recorded in any of its reports. 
The Act authorizing its establislunent wa passed by the Gen-
eral Assembly on December 21, 1 21. It empowered a commission 
of !';even men, consi ting of Gov. Thomas Bennett, John L. Wilson, 
(next governor), Elias Ilorry, Dr. Edward Fi her, Thomas 
Taylor, .Tr., Dr. James Davis (sub eqnently fir t physician to the 
Asylum) and the Intendant of harle ton to draw from the tate 
Treasury '30,000 for the purchase of a ite and the erection of 
buildings o£ bride or stone as an asylnm for lunatics and school 
for the deaf, dumb and blind. The project for this school was 
soon eliminated. An inquiry by the co1nmis ion brought to light 
the exi tence of fixty-fi,·e lunatics in the tate. 
The following account of the laying of th corner tone, pub-
lished in the Courier of Aug. 3, 1822, was given to me by the late 
Dr. J. W. Babcock, upcrintenclent o£ the hospital from 1 91 to 
1914. 
The Courier 
Aug. 3, 1 22. 
LUNATIC A YLUM AND HOOL FOR THE DEAF 
AND DUMB. 
The Conunissioners for buildin()' a Lunatic Asylum and school 
for the Deaf and Dumb have made considerable progress in pre-
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liminary arrangements, and the >York is expected to be executed 
with as much despatch as may be consistent with good execution. 
On the 22nd. ult. the Corner Stone · of the Lunatic Asylum 
was laid in ancient form by Chapman Levy, Worshipful Mater 
of Columbia Lodge No. 39, together with members who composed 
that Body, and whose aiel had been requested on the occasion. 
The members of the Masonic Body, the Commissioners of the 
Building and the Architects, marched in procession at ten o'clock 
A. M., from the Market House to the site o:f the Asylum. After the 
ceremonies of laying the Corner Stone had been performed in the 
presence of a respectable concourse of citizens, they again 
marched in procession to the College Chapel and were highly 
entertained with an eloquent and appropriate oration, impres-
sively delivered. 
At two o'clock the company sat clown to an excellent dinner 
prepared for the occasion. During the afternoon, the sentiments 
of sociability, humanity and benevolence, which the occasion 
was so well calculated to excite, were most agreeably displayed, 
and added much to the enjoyment of the party. 
A number of voluntary toasts were drunk expressive of the 
feeling of the company present. 
By D1'. E. Fisher, President of the Table. 
"Prosperity and Union." 
B y Col. L evy, TT ice P1'es iderd: The Lunatic Asylum: 
" fay it long flourish a an Asylum for the affiicted and as a 
monument of the humanity and munificience of the people of 
South Carolina." 
By D1'. J. Dw•is. "The pre ent age of the United tates, not more 
distinguished for its liberal and enlightened view of the rights 
of men than for its sentiment of humanity and benevolence." 
By Maj. Tlwm as Taylor. '·DeYotion to one's country, the proudest 
trait in the character of man.'' 
Ry Robert ilfills: "'l'h Governor of the tate." 
Ry Col. Blanding: "The l-Ion. Wm. Crafts, the author of the bill 
establishing the Lunatic A ylum and orator of the day. Elo-
quence is never more powerful than in the cause of Humanity." 
By J. T. Gooclu:yn, Esq: "Blessings attend the future subjects 
of the Lunatic Asylum." 
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By B enj. J. ll olmes, Esq: '·The tate of outh Carolina: May 
her ister States emulate her wi e liberality." 
By Joseph Arthur, 1!: q. : "Friend hip, morality, brotherly love 
and charity- from cardinal points of Ua onry, may they b 
prevailing characteri tic of Lodge :ro. 39." 
By E. II. Maxey, E s!] : "Thomas mith \Vebb. His memory is 
dear to Masons." 
By Col. Blanding: "The Abbe icard . His incomparable genius 
has made the eye :mel the hand .-npply the defects of ear and 
tongue." 
So fine were the feelino-s. so beautiful the sentiments, so lofty 
the ideals and so clear the conception of those assembled for 
the celebration, that it is felt they should here be recorded as 
then expressed and pondered as we go forward in our work. 
The Honse Journal of Dec. 21, 1822 shows that the following 
gentlemen were elected trustee. and visitors to the Lunatic 
Asylum, Dr. Thomas Cooper, Col. John Taylor Dr. Edward 
Fisher, James Gregg E sq., amnel Farrar, E q., Dr. James 
Davis and Col. Jolm J. Chappell. 
On Dec. 18, 1827, the Asylum was declared open and ready for 
patients. On the 1\Cth of December 1 2 a young white woman 
was received as the fir t patient, and her mother was made matron 
to look after her. In 1 29 the regent.- and physicians still con-
sidered the a ylum an experiment, and advertised for patients in 
the newspapers of outh Carolina and adjoining states, there 
beinn- no institution for the care of patients in thos~:; states at 
that time. 
In 1 30 the regent recommended that the legi lature pa s an 
act making it obligatory to end lunatics, idiots and pileptic. to 
the asylum to be supported by their communities. From then 
onward, there has been a steady growth in numbers and u eful-
ness, passing succe. fully though be et ·with trial , through th 
stormy days of 1 61 to 1 65, until today it stands abreast of the 
times, well equipped and managed upon th soundest modern 
scientific principles, caring for 2,500 patients. 
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GENERAL STATI 'l'IOS FOR TilE YEAR ID.TDING DEOEM:BER 31, 1923. 
P atients on books of insti tution at begilming of 
institut ion year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 680 
Admissions during year: 
First admissions .. . ......... ... ....... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . 202 
Readtni sions . . .... . ............ . . . . , .... , . . . . . . . . . . . 45 
Total received during year ............. , ... , . . . . . . . . . 247 
Tota 1 on books during year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . 927 
Discharged frob books duri ng yeru· . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . 102 
As t·ecover~d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~t 2 
As in1pro\·ed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66 
As unimproved . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . JO 
As without p>.l•chosis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 74 
Dier] during year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . 75 
Total discharged and died dur ing yea•· . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9t\7 
I 
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There were in the hospital on December 31, 1923, 2,421 patients. 
Of this number 590 were white males, 711 white females, 588 
colored males, 532 colored females. 
During th e year 708 were admitted and 182 were readmitted. 
There were 528 discharged and 309 deaths, which r esulted in a 
census of 2,421 on December 31, 1923. 
The admission rate as compared with that of 1922 remains 
practically the same, there being a light increase in 1923. 
The type of mental disease that has occurred most frequently 
among the patients admitted during the year is, according to 
the diagnostic table, Dementia Praecox. The second largest 
groi1p is shown to be Manic Depressive. Of the patients readmit-
ted to the hospital the largest number of cases was also found 
to be Dementia Praecox and the next largest number came in the 
Manic Depressive gro,up. 
DEATH. 
During th e year three lnmdred and 11.ine patients died. Of 
this munber seventy-five were white males, per cent ; ninety-
one colored m!lles, 11.1 per cent; sixty-six white females, 6.3 per 
cent; seventy-seven colored females, 10.1 per cent. The ratio of 
deaths based upon the whole number treated is 8.7 per cent. 
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Attention is called to the death rate for the colored race as 
compared to that of the white. ·while the physical condition of 
the e patients ·when they arrived at the ho pital is partly re-
sponsible for the hi(l"h death rate, it is felt that a better explana-
tion is to be found in the over crowded and unhealthy condition 
of their quarter . 
DI CHARGE . 
During the year 52'8 patients were discharged from the hos-
pital. Of thi number 196 were reco,·ered, 202 improved, 17 
unimproved, and 113 not insane. Include l in the number as 
not insane are 69 " ·ho were tran ferr·ecl to the Training chool at 
Clinton. 
GENERAL HEALTH. 
The ,~reneral health of the patients and employees has been ex-
ceptionally good during the entire year there having been no 
epidemics, no serious acci<lents or suicides. 
Quite frequently, a ·sociated with a mental disorder will be 
found physical E. ·ability and disease, the removal of which is of 
the utmost importance since in m!my cases the improvement of 
the physical condition results in an impronment of the mind. 
A complete phy ical examination of every case admitted to the 
hospital i. made, and if any defect is found proper treatment 
instituted. 
MEDICAL DEPARTME.r T. 
everal changes have taken place in the Staff during the year. 
Most lamentable was the death, on August 25, of our beloved 
Medical Director Dr . • T. F. Munnerlyn, who had been on leave 
of absence for over a year. 
Dr. E. L. Horger, enior Physician and Pathologist, who had 
been acting as Medical Director was appointed to succeerl Dr. 
Munnerlyn on September 1, Dr. R. H. Folic, As istant Phy ician, 
wa made enior I hysician 1md Pathologist to succeed Dr. 
Horger. 
Dr. G. B. Carrigan, a graduate of the clas of 1920 of the 
l edical Colleg of th State of outh Carolina, and in general 
practice at ociety Hill, . C. for over two years, was appointed 
Assistant Physician and reported for duty on January 2. Dr. w·. 
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E. Saye, a graduate of the Atlanta Medical College, the Medical 
Department Emory University, class of 1917, also a graduate of 
the U. S. Medical School, was in the Navy for over two years 
and in general practice for three years, was appointed Assistant 
Physician and assumed his duties January 22. 
At the beo-inning of the year it was decided to bring up before 
the Staff all patients who had been in the hospital for a year 
or more, for the purpose of confirmation of diagnosis, considera-
tion of treatment, and the possibility of paroling them. In order 
to do this Staff meetings are now held on Mondays, Tuesdays, 
Wednesdays :mel Fridays primarily for the con ideration of new 
cases and on Thursdays and Saturdays for the reviewing of old 
cases. 
Because of the crowded conditions of the hospital, the Staff 
has endeavored to parole as many patients as possible. Of 
speical aiel to the Staff in this field of endeavor has been the work 
of the Social Service Department which has furnished informa-
tion relative to many patients. This information has been very 
helpful to the Staff and in a great many instances of inestimable 
value to the patients. 
Under the auspices of the City Board of Health and the As-
sociated Charities of Columbia a mental clinic was established on 
January 24. This clinic is held on every Thursday afternoon by 
some member of the taff at which time examinations are made 
of nervous and mental troubles, advice given and proper treat-
ment instituted. It has been of great value to the pople of the 
city and cotmty and the hospital is greatly indebted to Miss Mar-
gnret Laino- of the As ociated Charities :for her interest :mel the 
service she has rendered in its conduct. 
LABORATORY 'iiVORK. 
The laboratory ·work was nnder the direction of Dr. E. L. 
Horger until ::September l when Dr. R H. Folk took charge. Mr. 
H. C. Alli on, his assistant, and Miss Mildred Hutchinson, tech-
nician, recorder and stenographer, o:f this department rendered 
valuable ervice from every standpoint. A great deal of work 
has been done in the clinical as well as X-Ray laboratory, the 
usual Wassermann tests and urinalysis being made for each 
patient admitted. Various other tests and examinations have 
been made and autopsies held. 
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The X-Ra.r has been of inesti.lllable service in the study of 
Yarious conditions of the bone and viscera, and especially in de-
termining the condition of the teeth. In the routine examination 
of each patient admitted is included an X-Ray of the teeth. The 
X-Ray has also b en of appreciable benefit in the treatment of 
skin clisea. e and cancers. This treatment has again been in 
the hands of Dr. J. R. Allison, our consulting dermatologist, who 
visits the hospital once each w ek or oftener if necessary, for the 
purpose of seeinO' and treating tho e conditions coming in his 
special line. 
Quite a nnmber of surgical operations have been performed 
by Dr. George BE>net, con ulting surg on, who like Dr. Allison, 
has given fTE'ely of his time, without charge, to the ho pital. 
Grateful appreciation i expressed to these gentlemen for the 
services they have rendered. 
DENTAL WORK. 
pecial attention i. called to the tablo as compiled by the den-
tist, Dr. E. G. Bumgardner, concerning the great amount of 
work done by thi department. Examination of the teeth of 
every patient admitted is made and such treatment as indicated, 
given. Likewise, the teeth of all patients in the hospital are 
looked after from time to time, and are kept in as good condition 
as possible. Connected with the dental office is a laboratory where 
artificial dentures are made when such dentures are considere 1 
necessary to the health of the patient. There is no charge for 
dental work for any patient, save the actual cost of mat rial. 
OCIAL ERVICE. 
The department of social ervice is one of the mo t important 
and helpful activities of the hospital. Its work may be briefly 
·ummarized as follows: 
1-HI TORY TAKING. 
Formerly the history of the patient depended upon the in-
formation secured by the physician from friends or relatives 
who Yisitecl the hospital. If none of these were interviewed, it 
became necessary fot' the phy. icians to make their diagnosis from 
examination and ob ·erYation of the I atient which is quite often 
unsatisfactory. In many r.ase it is impossible to secure reliable 
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information from the patient, hence the only way left is a visit 
to the community and home. This has been one of the duties of 
the Field Worker. he goes into the patient's community, vi its 
the home, interview the family, friends, former employer, family 
physician, social ag ncies ancl others who are acquainted with the 
patient, and gives the hospital taff a clear cut picture of the 
patient's back-ground, home conditions, family and personal 
history, endinrr in his mental break-lown. This information 
i very essential to the taff as the diagnosis, treatment and future 
welfare of the patient often depend upon it. 
2-INVESTIG.ATION . 
pecial inYestigations have been made in cases of criminals 
who have been committed to the hospital for observation. This 
information does not differ from that mentioned above, but stress 
is la i.cl on the question of the patient's habits and his conduct 
previou to his crime. Court records bearing on the case are 
also examined. 
Frequently it is necessary to make home investigation prior 
to paroling patients in orc1er to determine the kind of home to 
which the patient is to be returned. Special inquiry is made 
concerning the patient and the arranrrements and plans for 
his care. 
There are patients who have made a social recovery and are 
able to live on the outside, but have no relatives to whom they 
may ao. They cannot be let out in the world pe1miless and with-
out employment or some plan made for them. It is to this clas: 
that the ocial vVorker can be of service. The following tory 
of such a patient will illustrate the aid redered: 
Mrs. B.-had recovered and was able to leave the hospital, 
but had no home, no people to whom she could go. An old lady 
in another town wanted a hon e-keeper and companion. A visit 
was made by the Worker to her home and it was found that she 
had a neat comfortable home, with a garden, chickens and plenty. 
The patient's condition and her former trouble were explained 
and she aareed to take her, pay a nominal wage and give her 
board. The tentative arrancrements were explained to the patient, 
she readily agreed and was paroled into the custody of the old 
lady. 
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A rec nt visit found the two living happily together and get-
ting along nicely. Thns by a little care and a few interviews 
this patient was able to get out and lead the normal life she 
craves. 
3-FOLLOW UP \YORK. 
All patients parolell from the hospital are on the Field 
\Yorker' lit for visiting, bnt on account of the large area covered, 
it is impossible to keer in close tou ch ·with all these ca es, but 
an effort is made to see as many as possible, in h r rounds, es-
pecially those where it is felt that there is a lack of understana-
ing of the patient on the part of the family for there is no one 
factor which cau es the patient more unhappiness than to return 
to his community ancl home and be treated as though he were 
peculiar and h:~cl no longer a part in the affairs of life. It is often 
thi attitude, or perhap nncongenial work, or other home worrie.;; 
which cause his maladjustment and which lead to his second 
break-tlown. Often the e matters can be cleared up by a visit 
and talk with the family. 
In many cases som local social agency is called on to help 
by securing suitn ble ent ployment for the patient or to act as a 
friendly visitor to the patient. 
4-0 T PATIENT LINIC 
During the year an experiment was made in Columbia of the 
value of Mental lini.cs in co-operation with the local Board of 
Health and the Assoc iated Charities. One of the hospital taff 
was lletailecl to hold these clinics one afternoon a week. Patients 
were referrecl to this clinic for diagno ·is and treatment. Their 
case were refenecl b~r the Charities, Jnvenil e ourt and special 
cla es. The secretary of the _\ sociated Chnrities feels that it 
has been of great value to her in umler tanclin(T her people and 
in helping them ,vork out their problem , and that she is unable 
to do her social work intelligently \Tithout the aid of a psychia-
tri t. Two other cities, through their Boards of Health, have 
~tskecl that clinics be established in their co untie and plan are 
being rna lP to do so. 
The value of these clinics is two-fold: 
First :- It will be of ervice to our paroled patients. They w.ill 
be able to consult the physi ian who understands them, and by 
his advice and the follow up work of the ocial Worker, they 
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will be able to adjnst themselves and be nble to remain in their 
homes. thus relieving the State of the bnrden of institutional 
treatment. 
Second :-It will also be nble t0 do preYentiYe work b straight-
ening ont other C<'l es on the verge of mental breakdown. It is 
difftcult to estimate the valne of such clinics to the patient, the 
hospital and the State. 
5-ECONOMIC VALUE OF SOCIAL SERVICE. 
It is interesting to note that of the twenty seven patients 
paroled by special effort of tho department during the first year 
that only two have had to return to the institution. It is easy 
to estimate the value in dollars and cents of thi special effort. 
The per capita cost of maintenance la t year was seventy two 
cents per day. By keeping twenty-five patients out the depart-
ment saved the State $6,510.00. For the year just closing thirty-
five special patients haYe been paroled and none of these have 
been returned. 
TRAINI:N G SCHOOL FOR NUR ES. 
With no changes in its supervision the Training School for 
Nurses has been conducted as previously. Regular courses of 
lectures on medicnl subjects have been given by members of the 
hospital and consulting staff, and on practical matters by the 
supervisor and her as istants. Since the entrance requirement 
for the Training School has been raised difficulty has been ex-
perienced in getting a sufficient number of nurses. All attend-
ants are required to take a conr e of lecture · on the following 
subjects: Emergencies, General Care of the Patients, Hygiene 
and Sanitation, Ethics and Hospital Management. 
On June 6, 1023 the graclnati11g exercise were held and the 
following younO' ladies who had successfully passed the ex-
amination were presented with diplomas: Misses Thelma W . 
Ayers, Elizabeth Ellen Baker, Margaret C. Fulmer, Mary Levonia 
Goodwin, Sophie Nannie Howel1, Mable Martha Merritt, Charity 
Ann Ridgeway, Carrie L. Spradley, Leila Mae Wolfe, Mrs. Nan-
nie L. Casey and Mrs. Elmer Elizabeth Schneider. The program 
was as follows: 
PROGRAM. 
Music-Selection from Bohemian Girl ................. Balfe. 
Prayer ......... . ....... . ................ Rev. J. C. Abney. 
Chaplain of the Hospital. 
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Music-Waltz-\Yedding o£ the Winds ................. Hall. 
Address to Graduating Jass ........... Rev. R. \.. Lapsley, Jr. 
Pastor Frst Presbyterian Church, Columbia, S. C. 
Violin, olo ........... 1\Ir. \Villiam Truesdale . ... ... .. .. ... . . 
Awarding Dip lorna ...................... lion. Christie Benet. 
Member Board o£ Regents. 
Music-O,·erture-Light Cavalry ........... . ...... von uppe 
Benedi tion .. ........ ... ...... . ... ...... .. Rev. J. C. Abney. 
Mu ic by Ho pitnl Orchestra. 
OCCUPATIO AL TIIER \.PY. 
One o£ the most Yaluable methods o£ treatinO" mental di ea es 
has been found to be occupational therapy. fany o£ the patients 
o£ the hospital are encouraO"ed to join one o£ the five classes in 
occupational 'York, each o£ which is under an instructor, while 
other are otherwi e employed in work on the £arms, yards, din-
ing room , laundry, bakery, steam plant, storeroom, mattress 
shop, broom factory and on the ward , with the result that a 
great many o£ those o employed soon show improvement and a 
number o£ them recover. 
In the classes plendid work has been accompli h d and many 
articles produced, the O"reater number o£ which have found a 
ready ale at the ho pital and at the tate Fair. 
ince the re ignution o£ Miss Florence Elliott on March 4 
Mrs. R. M. Hogue acted a instructor until December 1 when she 
was promoted and placed at the head o£ the department. There 
has been no other change in this department. 
AMU EMENT A JD DIVER ION. 
Amuvement and diver ·ion play an important part in arousing 
and holdinO" the intere t o£ Lhe patient and affording them 
enjoyment. Therefore, the hospital seeks every opportunity to 
provide as much wholesome entertainment as po sible. In addi-
tion to the dance every Tuesday niO"ht and the movinO" picture 
show very Friday niD"ht, there have been parties and, dur·incr the 
summer month, baseball game·, open air concerts by the hospital 
band and truck rides. A porbble movinO" picture machine has 
been purchased to enable the showinO" o£ pictures on the wards 
where patients are unable to go to the hall. In this way many 
o£ the "shut-ins" have b en entertained. 
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Through the courtesy o:£ the State Fair Associations, bo h white 
and colored, between five and six hundred patients o:£ both sexes 
and race were permitted to visit the State Fair in October and 
ovember. This has become an annual eYent in the life o:£ the 
hospital and is looked :forward to with much interest by the pa-
tients. Another occa ,-ion o:f much enjoyment is Field Day, which 
was held in the past year on October 11. Prizes were awarded tne 
uccess:ful contestants in the various games and refreshments 
seiTed to everyone. Music was :furni heel by the hospital band. 
As heretofore the patients were permitted to attend all circus 
parades in the city and quite a number o:£ them had the pleasure 
o:f attending the shmYs 'Yhen accompanied by relatives or at-
tendants. 
I RELIGIOUS SERVICES. 
Religious ervices were conducted each Sunday at the hospital 
in the city and at State Park by the Chaplin, Rev. J. C. Abney, 
or his supply. He also visits the hospital to confer with patients 
who are' ill or who express a desire to see him. The Chaplain also 
conducts the :funeral service of all those buried in the ho. pital 
eemetery. Ministers of Yarions denominations in the city haYe 
also visited the hospital :£rom time to time. 
IMPROVEMENTS AND REP AIRS. 
Among the improvement for the year was the erection of 
fom bungalowR. two for resident phy icians, one for the elec-
trician and one for the engineer. The most urgent need :£or 
repairs to the Parker Building, occupied by colored men, and the 
Old Building :£or colored women, was met by replastering the 
ceiling nnd layiug new tloors. Fire escapes were also added, 
and rt cement floor laid on one of the colored female wards. By 
extending these repairs to portions o:£ the Old Building, formerly 
unused because of the extremely dilapidated condition, the capac-
ity for taking care of colored women has been increased by 100. 
These bnildings have been improved, but are yet far from being 
sanitary and suitable for hospital purposes. Other repairs in-
clude replastering of the kitchen ceiling an l the in tallation of 
new hoods and fans. The general medical office has been rear-
rmwed so that each department, white male, white female, 
colored male and colored female, has a. separate office. 
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For further protection again t fires the Administration Build-
ing. ''"hich has been considered the greatest fire hazard, has been 
equippe(l with an overhead prinkler ystem. 
The constrncl ion of the building for color d men at tate 
Park, the contract for which was let in July to the Caughman 
Contracting Company, is progressing ati faclorily and if noth-
ing 1111fore een happen to preYent, will be completed by the fir t 
of March . 
NEEDED IMPROVEMENT . 
Among the more urgent needs are additional buildings to take 
care of the demand constantly being made upon the hospital. 
The building for colored men, proYided for by appropriation last 
year, has the capacity for 200, and when occupied, will relieve 
the crowded condition of the quarters in olumbia, but nothing 
ha been clone to r lieve the ov rcrowcling of the white male 
quarter or to make pro\·i ion for the ever increasing number 
seeking admission to the ho pital. In accordance with your in-
strn -tion last summer the Judges of Probate were notified of the 
crowded conditions ancl requested to discourage all applications 
except those of urgent 1mture. Almo t with01rt exception the 
full co-operation of the e officers wa noted, but notwith tanding, 
quite a number of admissions had to be refn eel. Thi condition 
will haYe to continue unle~s additional room is provided, and it 
is feared that the need will be more acute as the transfer of 47 
white male patients to Clinton gave u that many additional beds 
last year which relief will not again be aYailable this year. If 
sufficient buildings to take care of all colored people c uld be 
pro\·iclecl at tate Park and the colored race egregated there, 
the quarters vacated by them, after being remodeled couJd be 
usecl by the whites, which would take care of their need · for 
som tim to come. This "·oulcl seem wise from an economic as 
well as humane point of -view. lost of the bnildinO's for negroes 
at Columbia are so constructed that they cannot be marle sanitary 
and suitable for hosp.ital purposes unle s remodeled. ome of 
them are unfit for human habitation . This report has been pre-
viously made and is concurred in by fr. E. L. Filby, tate Sani-
tary Engineer, outh Carolina , tate Board of Health, who, at 
the reque t of the nperintendent, made a thorough in ·pec-
t ion of the entire hospital last August and in his report con-
demned a part of the negro quarters as unfit for use. From the 
point of Yiew of economy, it ,youll be much cheaper to build the 
entire plant at State Park at one time rather than by piecemeal 
as we "~Till be required to do if small appropriations are made from 
year to year. Building in this maimer, a can readily be under-
tood, necessitate. many temporary provi ion which cost con-
iderable sum of money. For several years attention has been 
called to the nrgent nee(l of pecial building to take care of the 
criminally insane of both races. The clemand upon the ho pital to 
receiYe patient for the purpose of determining their mental status 
continues to increase. The ho pital is also called upon to receive 
and care for the criminally insane. It could hardly be con idered 
fair to the management to be required to receive and hold these 
patients when uitable buildings have not been provided where 
they can be securely held. 
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Grateful acknowle lgment is made to the many generous and 
thoughtful friends of the hospital who have contributed cash 
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and benfit of the patients. 
Deep appreciation i expressed to the medical and consulting 
staff, the official force, the nur e and attendants and all em-
ployees of the ho pital for their co-operative pirit and loyal 
:::;ervice in adding another sue ·c ·sful year to the hospital's long 
record of u efulne . 
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tendered for their unfailing cotmsel and support in carrying on 
the work of the institution. 
Respectfully submit ted, 
C. F. WILLIAMS, 
uperintendent. 
STATISTICAL TABLES 
PS\'0110 ~~S OF FIRST Ami! SlONR. 
PSYOUOSF.S 
Traumatic psychoses . .. ............... . .. .. . .. ..... . 
Senile psychoses ..... .. . . ... ... .... .... ..... ....... . 
Psychoses with cerebral arteriosclerosis ........... . 
General paralysis ............................ .. .. .. 
Psychoses with cerebral syphilis .. .. .............. .. 
Psychoses with brain t umo r ....................... . 
Psychoses with other brain or nervous diseases, total• 
Other diseuses ..... .... . . ...... . ... .. ...... .. ..... . . 
Alco holic pyschoses, total .. . ....................... . 
Dellrium tremens ..... .. ............ . .. ........... . 
Acute hullucinosis ... ... ...... . .................... . 
Olhe.r types, acute or chronic ........ . ............ . 
Psychoses due to drugs and (}ther exogenous toxins, 
total ............................................. . 
Opium (uud derivatives), cocaine, bromides, 
chlornl, etc ., nlone or combined .. ...... . ...... . . . 
Psychoses with Pellagra ........................... .. 
Psychoses w ith other somatic diseases, total .......• 
Delirium with infectious diRcases .... . ......... . ... . 
Post-infertious psychosis .......................... . 
Fxhnustion delirium .... .. ..... . .................... . 
Delirium or unknown origin ........ . ........ . ... .. 
Card io-renal diseases . .. ....................... . .. .. 
Diseases of the ductless glands ....... . ........... . . 
Other diseases or conditions ................ .. .... . . . 
Manic Depressive Psychoses, total .. .... •. ........... 
Manic type . .. . .... . .................... .. ......... .. 
Depressi,·e type ................................. .. .. . 
Other trpes ... . ................ ... ................ . 
Involu tion Mel ancholia .................. .... ........ . 
Dementia praecox (schizophrenia) ....... . . .. . ..... .. 
Para noia a nd pa rano id conditions .................. . 
Epilep t ic psychoses ..... .. ..... . .... .. ...... . ....... , 
Psycho neuroses and neuroses, total ....... .. .. • · ·. ·. ··1 
Ilystcrical _type ................... . ................. . 
Neurasthen1c type ................. .. .............. . 
Psychoses w ith psychopat hic personality ............ . 
Psychoses with mental deficiency ................... . 
Undiagnosed psychoses ............. . ............. . 
Wi tho u! psychosis total ..... . .................... . . 
Epilepsy wit.hout pRychoeie . . . . ....•.... 
Alcoholism without psychosis .................. . 
Dru{( addiction \\;thout psychosis ................ .. 
Psychopathic pel'l'onality without psychosis ....... "\ 
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AGE OF FIRST ADMISSIONS CLASSIFIED WITH REFERENCE TO PRINCIPAL PSYCHOSES. 
White Race 
~ :;; 
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"" "' "' 
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Traumatic ............. I 11. .. / 111, .. ·II ·· ·I· .. I' ·.· \·. ·I' ·. ·II ·.· \· .. ~~ ... I .. ·I· .. \· . ·I· .. I .. ·I· .... ·\···\· .......... J . ·I·. ·l·. ·I·. J. ·I·. ·/1 1ll '. 'Ill. ·.·1· .. I .. I .. _I .. _I .. , .. ' ... I ... \ .. . \ .. J .. ~i~~e c~~~ b;.,;i··~~[~,:;·_- 1 14 1 1613\ ..... .... .... . 1 ... 1 ...... ··· \"' .. . ...... , . ................... . ... , .. . . . ....... 1 1 \'' ...... 4 3 7 3 4 7 7 8 15 osclerosi• ........... . 120 7 27 . .. . . . : . .. l ... l ... : ... ) ... 1 ... 1 .. . ) .. . / ... 1 .. . ...... . ..... 1 ... 1 ............ J 11 5 2 3 5 ; 1 ... 1 5 . . . 5 4 2 6 4 1 5 General paralysis ..... 8 2 10 . . . . ....... . 11 11· · ·1··· 1 .. ·1 ·· · ...... 11 ... 1 1 1 2 5 ... 5 i ... 1 .................. . ........... . ............ .. With cerebral syphilis 1 ... 11·· .( ... /.. ... . ··· 1··· \·· · \ .. ·l·"l"·l·· ·l· ·· l···l···l· ·· ... , ... , ... ··· ··· ... 1 1\. .. \ 1\. . . 1 ...\.../.../. .. 1 .. . 1 ... · ·· ··· ...... ··· ··· ... ··· ~~::~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~l~r 0~ ...... 1 1 . . ... . ) .. 1 .. . , ..... . . ... .. . 1 ... 1 . .. 1 ... 1 . ... •.... 1 ... 1 ... 1 11 11 ... 1 .. . 1 ... 1 ... "' \'" l··· l·· \"' 1 ... \ .. . ) ... ) .. , .. . ... . ........ ···I"' ... nervous diseases ... . 1 ... 1 · · .. . . 1 .. . , •• 1 ... , .. .\. .. . .. , ... .. . l ... , ... ~ · · · j ··· ... 1 .. .\. .. 1 ... ) ... 1 ... , ... ) ... , ... ) ... \. .. ) ... 1 . .. 1 ......... 11··· 1 Alcoholic ........ . ... . 8 1 9 . . . 1 ... 1 .. . ) ... 1 ... 1 ... 1 ... 1 ... 1 ... 21 ... 2\ ......... 1, ... 1 4 .. . 41· .1 .. . ) ...... , 1 1 1 ... 11 ...... 1 ............ ........ . Due to drugs and other 1 I • I I I I I I I I I 
e·ogenous toxins .... 2 .. . 2 ) ..... , .. . \ .. . 1 ... 1 ... , . .. \ ............... ··· )··· ··· j··· ···1 21 ··· 2 . . .... . ,... 1 ... ~ ... 1 .. . 1 ... 1 .. ·1· · ·1··· ... 1 .. . 1 ...... 1·· ·1· ..... 
1 
.. . With pellagra . .. ... . .. 13 61 19 .. .. .... 1··· 1· ·· 1· ..... \ .. . 1 1 2 .. . 2 2 3 ... 3 2 ... 21 11 . .. 1 \ 1 11 21 2 ... 2 2 ... 2 ... 2 2 1 ... 1 With other somatic I I I I I I I I ~i~eases ·· ::··· · ·· ·· ·· 18 6 24 1 ... ! ... / .. . · .. . 1 . . . , ... , . .. , ; ~ ..... . ": ... 21 21 21 1 31 1 ... 1 II·) 1 1 ... l l 11 11 21 5 ... 5 4 ... 4 al. .. 3 Mamc·depresslVe .. .. .. . 14 16 30 ... 1 ... 1 ... f.. .. . .. .. 3 - u l 4 o 1 2 3 1 4 5 .. . 1 1 4 • 6 3 l 4 . .. .. . .. . l .. . 1 .... .. .......... .. Tm•olution rnehncholia 7 r. ~~ . .. J . .. . .. \ .. . ; f ... _, ... / .. . ... / ... ( ... , ... .. . 1 ... 1 .. ~ 1 ... ' ... 1 ... 1 ! 2 61 21 sl 5\ ... \ ... \ ... 1 .. ·1· .. \· .. \ 1 ... l ... 1 1 ... 1 ..... . Dompntm prrecox ..... 36 H '' .... [ 'I -1 "I 61016 510151 9 8 1• 41 4 s _ 4 6 5 31 8 ... .. ...................... 1 ... 1 ....... .. ~':O,~d'l~ o~~ ~a~~no.i~··· 2 4 .~ ··;, ···j".)"'l".;j ·"l ... l ... l .. ;l".;l"/"j";,l ... l ... l ... lll 11 ... 1 11 1\ .. ·1 11 ... 1 Ill l'\ ... 1 11 11 ... 1 .. . ... ~ 1 ... 1 ... I .... .. f;r,;~~;~t~~n;;;;,~h~';,'J ... 1s 12 _, 1 .. .. -1 1 _ 3 4 3 , _ -1 4 " 3 5 3 2 5 ......... 1 ... 1 ... 1 .. . 11 ... 1 11 .. 1 ... 1 ... 11 ...... 1 ............... 1 .... .. pp·• rDS"B .............. 6 14 20 : . .. / . .. [ ... , ... , 1/ 1 ... 1) 11 31 61 9, ... 4 4 1 ... 1 ......... 1 ... 1 11· 11" '1 '" 1'" 1 11 11 21 1\ .. ,11 ...... ••· '"I"' ''" W1lh psvcl10pothic per· ' ' I j I I .~"n1lily ......... .. ... 11 1 2 ... 1 .... 1 . .. ~ .. . , 11 1, ... 1 .. .;1"9("'1'"1" ·1 ...1 ...1 ... / 1, ... 1 ;1 ............ 1 . ..... 1 ...... . .. I ... I ...... 1 ... / .. . 1 .. . 1 ..... . ...... / ... 1 .. . \11th mental defic1ency 4 8 12 ... 1 .. . 1 ... .. . ......... , - " . .. 1 1. .. 1 11 . .. 2 • ... 1 11 11 1 \ - ~ a, ... , 31·"" \"· 1" '1"'1'"!'" '"j"'j'" ... 1 ... .. . F~rlio!"l1 osed ps.v.choses I 9~ 5 9 .. . 1 .. . 1 ... 21 1 \ 3j .. .; 1 J ...... 1 ............... 2 2 ......... 1 ... 1 ..... . 2 ... 2 ............ 1 1 ............ , ..... . Wlthoutps~·chosts .. . . \-' \ 1138 4. 31 71 S\ 1 9 . • 3/ 5 3 ... 3 ......... 11 ... 1112 51 11 6 l 1 2/ ... 1 1 1 ..... . 
1 
............ 2 ... 2 I I I I I I I I I 
Total .... .. ....... ·!20++9' 011 a( n\ 15!1 v\ 24 1115! 24 \ 39 \ li\ 24 \ 41 ! 1~~~-1sj as l 2111o\a1 l ~ ~ 12! 38, 141 91231 71 41 nj191 4,23,131 9,22,181 912+~1- .. 1· .. 
AGE OF FIRST ADlfiSSIONS CLASSIFIED Wl'fll REFERENCE TO PRINCIPAL PSYCHOSES. 
Colored llace 
Traumatic ...... .. .... 
1 
1
1 11 2! ... ··I· .\. .. 1. .. ,1 •• .\. • • 1, .. .\..\.. .11\\ 1 ... ··· . ..\...\. .. ·· · ··· ··· ··· j1···j1···j1•••1j···j1·· ·j1··· _\ 1···1 1 ··· 1 ··· 1~ ··· 1~ ···j··· 1 ·· · 1j···i···\ ··· 1t···j ···j··· Senile ........... . ..... 11 16 ~~ ...... ···~···I ·· • · ··I··· ···~···j··· ..... .... ...... 1 ... \ ................ .. 1 1 ... 2 21 ... 1 1 4 5 9 2 3 5 5 4 9 ........ . \Vit!J ce.rebral arteri-
osclerosis · · ·.·:······· 4 6 1Ql· ·· ......... 1 ... , .. . \ . ..\. .. ···-··I··· ................................. 11 1 z\ 31 5\ ......... 2 1 3 ... ...... . 1 ••. 111 ... ..... . Oenera1Paraly1SlS .... 16 111 ..... ....... , ...... ... 1 ...... 1 .•.••••• . 3 ... 3 3 ... 3 4 ... 4 1 ... 1 31··· 31 1 ... 1 .................... . 1 ... ... 1 1 2 ""'" ~,,,_, ~'""' ; .. ;.··· •.. ..... 1 .1 ... \...1 .. . 1. .. 1 ... 1 . . 1 I. . I . 'I. ' ......... J I J..l··i· -1--- 1·· ....... ..1. .. 1 . ..1. .. ··· 1 ··· ~ --- 1 - .. 1 ... ~ .. . ~ .. . ~r.m~ _~[~; ~r~,.o~··· ~--· ~~- ........... l .. -1" ·-l .. t ·· ~ ...... 1 ... \ .. . 1 1 .. . 1 11 ... 1 ............ 1 .. 1 . .. \ ... \. - ~ - .. 1 .. -j-· ·i .. \· .. i· ..... .................. \ ........ . nervous d1seases .. .. 1 . .. 1 .. ............ ................ \ ... . ........... ............ ...... ...... 1... 1 ... j 1\. .. 1 ... 1 ... 1 . ........ .... ..... j ........... . t_~_o:'i:"~~;; ;;,, ~-~ , , ··I ·I ! I + , ,. 'iJ· ....... · .. .... · , ... , ... , ... ,.: ... , .. : ... I ... I ... J .. ....... ··· ... , ... , .............. . ~rrig~}~!~,~::::~:::: 'ii 2~ Jj::: :::1::: .. i, .. il .. :ii:::J .. 5 · 5 .. 2 ! ~ "i · 2 ":il::: .. 3 .. 3 .. 2 .. {·4, · i ·f41 .. jl"2l"si:::J .. 21 .. 2 "i1"i .. 2 .. i :: · ... i .. i'::: .. i ::: .. 2 .. 2 
diseases ... ........... 2610 36 ......... ,1! 1 2 ................... . . 1 1 2 2 4 1 ... 1 1 21 3 6 2181 ... 1 ... \ ... j' 51 1 6 8 ... 8121 1 3 ........ . Ma.nic-depressive .. .. .. . 18 42 60 .. . 1 1 51 2 7 3 5 8 1 9 10 .. . 3 3 1 10 11 ~ 3 5 1 !lj 4 l 2 3 2 l 3 2 . .. 2 .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. 3 3 ~E~:~~~'if::J.~!:::~~ - ~ · 59 J.i .. i ::: "ih2j .. 9/.2ij· 9 ·is ·27 ·a "5 .. s .. 6 .. 7 ·i~J .. .i .. 7 ·ii i " :i !1 .. 2 · zl":r i "i\ .. :iJ"ihJ .. zl:::h "i :::::: :·:: ::: 1:: ::::::: .. 5 · 5 
conditions .. .... .. .. . 1 . .. 1 .. .... · .. l ... , .. ·I" ·J · .. · .... · .. · .. · "· · .. · .. · .... 'I"· .. · "· · "l" ·1 1 · .. , l .. · .. ·1" ., .. · "· .. · .. ·1 .. · .. · · .... · .. · ".I .. ... · ·" "· ": Epileptic psy.choses . . . 12 7 19! 21 2 ·I 1 1 2 2 l 3 3 .. . 3 2 .. . 2 1 .. . 1 1 .. . l .. . .. . .. . .. . 2 2 .......... ..... ...... j.. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. 1 1 p~;;~~~~:~r~s:.• .. •.~d···· 1 ... l , ... ~ ... ~ ... ~· ... ll ... , ... ,~ ... , ... ... , ......... 1 ... 1 ...... 1 ............ J ... l ... l .. . l ... l . ..... , ...... ....... .... .. ........ , ... 1 ... 1"'1"' ..... . WJthmentalrleficlency 6 5 n ... 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 ... 1 1 .................. 3 ... !3 ... l 1 1, ... 1 1 ............ 1 ............ . ..... , ......... .. .. .. U~rliagnosed ps_,·~hoses ... ~ :Jj ... "; ... , ...... , ... , . .. , ... ... , ... , ..... ... . 1 1 ... , ........... 9 ·-.;!· . l 1 ...... , .. . , .. . 1 1 .................................. .. 1l1thout psychos1s .... 1 v1 1 16\ 3l •1 5 3 ... 3 ... 1 1 1 ... 1 ......... 1 1 ... 1 .. . " "1 ... .. . ...... 1 1 \ " ..... . ... , ...... 1 ... 1, ... , ...... ] ... 1 1 
Totnl ........ ...... 116+851349/ a/ 6/12/241 15/391161311471101211311151141291 u/ ~2~36115110125! sj HI ~2~ 1611+11 51 61n! 14 ~ 9 ~23~ 12 ~ 3115~ sj 611411113114 
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DEGREE OF EDUCATION OF FffiST AD~DSSIONS CJJASSIFIED WITH REFERENCE TO 





" ~~ j "' !! sg 0 ~ s "C"'':"" So£ ..,o ~.s s ~a~ """' 0 0 8"' i:a~ =" E-< 0 ::o+>
'l'raumatic .................. \ 1 . . . 1 ................. .... \ .. . 
Senile ...................... , H 1G 30 5 2 7 1 .. 'I" .... 1 3 
2 
2 
7 J 5 9 ... 5 5 1 ... 1 1 ... 1 
With cerebral arterioscleosis ~ 7 
General paralysis . . . . . . . . . . '? 2 
With cerebral syphilis . . . . . 1 ... 
With bmin tumor .. .. .. .. . 1 
With other brain or 
~~--~ .. ~ .. ~ 4 11 2 13 1 ... 1 1 .. . 1 1 1 2 3 6 1 7 ..... . 
l ........ . 1 ... 
1 ..... . 1 ... 
nervous diseases . . . . . . . . . ~ .. 
1
. l 1 ... 
() ... 2 ... 6 7 ... Alcoholic . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . o 
Due to drugs and other ex· 
2 ... 
13 6 
ogenous toxins ... ....... . 
With pellagra ........... .. 
With other somatic diseases 
Manic-depressi,·e ........... . 













~ "2 1~ 








~ ::i ... ::i :::l: :i ::i i ::: "i 
13 .. . 4 4 .. . 1 1 - .. 
5 ... 11 ... 11 ... 
Dementia prrecox .... .... . 77 6 6 12 13 11 21 12 20 32 2 4 6 2 .. . 2 1 .. . 1 
Pamnoia. or paranoid con· 
ditions ................. .. 
Epileptic psychoses ....... . 
2 4 
15 12 
6 14 Ps>:choneuroses and neuroses 
W1th psychopathic person-
ality .......... ........... 1 1 
With mental deficiency . . . . 4 8 
Undiagnosed psychoses . . . . 4 5 








... ... ... 
4 7 7 5 
1 z 2 2 
1 ... 
5 8 ... 3 
~ 2 1 3 20 9 1 
Colored Race 
2 3 6 ... 1 .. . ... 
12 4 ~ 6 ... ... .. . ... ... 4 2 10 ... 2 
1 1 l ... 
3 1 .. . 1 
4 2 1 3 ... 
10 6 ... 6 ... 1 ... ... 
Traumatic ................ . . 




1; i--i "2 "3 "i "i "2 ::: :::1::: :::1::: 
6 10... .. . .. . ... .. . .. .I .. . With cerebral nrterioscleosia 
General paralysis ......... . 
With cerebral sypbllis .... . 
With brain tnmor ........ . 
With other brain or 
4 6 10 
16 1 17 
2 ... 2 
2.. 2 
1 13 3 .. . 3 1 .. . 1 .. . .. .I .. . 
1 1 ... 1 .... .. 
1 ... 1 1.. . 1 .. . 
nen·ous diseases . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . 1 . . . 1 ... 
Alcoholic .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 2 .. . 2 2 .. . 2 .. • .. . 
Due to drugs and other ex-
ogenous toxins ...... ..... .. . 1 glc .. 6. ·1·3• ·1·9· .. D~ .. ;, ·1·3· ·.·.·. 1 1... ·. ·.·.,·.·.·. With pellagra .. .. .. .. . .. .. 11 27 oo o 6 6 ... 
With other somatic diseases 2G 10 36 22 8 30 4 1 6 .. . 1 1 ..... . ........ . 
Manic-depressive .. .. .. .. .. .. 18 42 60 S 22 36 8 14 22 2 3 5 .. . 1 1 ..... . 
In volution mclnncholia .. .. 1 .. . 1 1 .. . 1 .............................. 1 .. . 
l 2 
2 .. . 
1 1 
2 2 
Dementia prrecox . . . . . . . . . 40 59 00 21 26 4i 16 25 41 2 5 7 . . . . . . . . . If... 1 . . . 3 3 Pamnoia or paranoid con- l .. . 1 .. . .. . . . . 1 .. . 1 .. . ......... 1 ••• ditions .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. l .. . 1 .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . 1 . .. 1 ..... . 
Epileptic psychoses . .. .. .. . 12 i 10 10 7 17 2 . . . 2 ...... Ps~choneuroses nnd neuroses 1 . . . 1 . . . .. . . . . 1 . . . 1 .. . . . - ~-- . .. . _ .. I ..  W1th mental deficiency .. .. 6 5 11 6 3 9 .. . 2 2 .. . _.. .. . .. ... . Undia~:nosed psychoses . . _ .,.. . 3 3 .. . 1 1 .. . 2 • ..... . ... _.. _ ....... . Without psychosis ........ 9 7 16 7 6 1~ 2 ... 2:: : 1 1 .......................... . 
Total ................... 1161~185!34+++91 H~5419sl 71181251 .. -11111 +·I +·I 51 6 
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ENVIRONMENT OF FffiST ADMIS !0 CLASSlFmD WITH REFERENCE 'fO PRINCIPAL 
PS\'CilO. 'ES. 
White Rnce 
p YCIIOSE :s 
0 
!;.. 
~~lk1ti~ .. ::::::::::: : :::::::::::::::::::: 11! .. i6 
With cerebral arteriosclerosis ...•..... . I 20 7 
General paralysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ 2 
With cerebral syphilis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I .... 
With brain tumQr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
' Yith olher brain or nervous <liseases . ... 1 .... 
Alcoholic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 1 
Due to drugs and other exogenous toxins 2 .. . . 
~~n~ g;~~~!l"~n;;ii~·.i;~~~~·:::::::::::: !~ g 
Manic-depressive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H 16 
Involution melancholia . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . i 6 
Dementia. prrecox . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 41 
Paranoia or paranoid conditi ons . . . . . . . . 2 4 
Epileptic psychoses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 15 12 
Psychoneuroses and neurose . . . . . . . . . . . . n U 
With psychopathic personality . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 
With men tal deficiency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ S 
Undiagnosed psychoses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • l 5 
Wi thout psychosis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 27 ll 




1 1 . ............... ... . 
RO 7 10 17 7 6 13 .. .....• 
27 6 2 8 13 5 18 1 ... . 
10 5 1 6 3 1 4 . .. . 
1 1 . . . . 1 ..... . . .. ...... . 
1 . . . . 1 1 ............... . 
1 . ... . .. . . . . . 1 . . . . 1 ... . 
9 4 .... 4 4 1 5 ... . 
2. .. . . . . . . . . . 2 . ... 2 ... . 
19 ~ 3 8 8 3 11 ... . 
~t 6 1~ 1~ 1g ~ iL:: 
13 3 4 7 4 2 6 . •.• 
77 10 20 30 25 20 45 1 2 
6 2 4 0 ... ... .. .........••. •... 
?:7 2 5 7 13 7 20 .... .••....• 
20 1 10 11 5 4 9 .....•.... .. 
2 .... . . . . . . . . 1 1 2 ......•..... 
u 1 6 7 3 2 5 ........... . 
9 1 3 4 2 2 4 1 .... 1 
38 10 5 15 17 6 23 . ... ..... .. . 
I 
Total ....... •••. . .......•. ... ... •... 120~115713591 731 8511511261 7111971 31 11 4 
Colored Race 
'1'1·aumntic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . 1 1 
Senile .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 11 16 
With cerebral m'leriosclerosis . . . • . . . . . . 4 6 
CC'neral paralysis ........... . ... . : . ... . , . 16 1 
With cerebral syphilis .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 2 .. .. 
With brain tumor . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 .. .. 
With other brain or nervous djscsases.. 1 ... . 
Alcoholic .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 .. .. 
Due to drugs and other exogenous toxins 1 
Wit it pellagra .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 11 27 
\Vith other somatic diseases . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 10 
:Manic-depressive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 42 
Involution melancholia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .... 
Dementia Prrerox .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 40 59 
Paranoia or paranoid conditions . . . .. . . . 11 .... 
&pileptic psychoses .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 12 7 
Psr,choneuroses on~ neuroses .... . ....... Ill ... . 
W1th mental deficJency .. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. . 6 5 
Undiagnosed psychoses . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. • • 3 





1 .. .. 
2 ... . 
1.... 1 .. .. 
2 1 1 1 .. .. 
1 .... 1 
38 .. .. 12 12 11 15 
36 4 6 10 22 4 
60 4 13 17 14 2i> 
1.... .... .... 1 .... 
!)!) ll 24 35 29 33 
2 .. 0 . 
li 0. 0. 
6 .. .. 
10 .. .. 
1 .. .. 
2 .. .. 
1 .. .. 
1 .. .. 
1 .. .. 
26 ... . 
26 ... . 
42 ... . 
1 .. .. 
62 .. .. 
1 1 .... 1 .............. .. 
19 1 1 2 l1 6 
1 .... 1 .. .. 
11 .. .. 




4 0 1 
2 .... 1 
3 8 5 
T 
17 .. .. 
1 .. .. 
7 .. .. 
1 .. .. 
13 .. .. 
2 










" iii 2 ~ ~ PSYCHOSES 
" 
£ 
"' :s :c "' ~ " Ul s ~ 0 .0 ~ ..:; 6 E-o < 
) M) ) 'r I I I l M ) b' 1-r l~d I I M IF IT F l)flb'IT P' I T I I I I I I I 
'l'raumatic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 1 . . I •... 
Senile .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 Hl 30 3 lli 10 7 .. .. 
"'With cerebral artedos~ 
clcrosis .... ...... . ... . .. . 
General paralysis 
With cerebral sypl1ilis ... . 
"'ith brain tumor ... . .... . 





10 .. .. 
l .. .. 




12 8 .... 
2 2 .. .. 
1 .. .. 
1 .. .. 
1 .... 1 3 .. .. 
8 2 .. .. 2 5 .. .. 
2 3 .. .. 3 3 .. .. 
1 ...... .. 1 .... 
nervous diseases . ...... . 
Alcoholic ................. . 
Due to drug and other 
1 .. . 
8 .... ::::1:: :: 8 1 .... 9 .... 
exogenons toxins . , ..... . 
With pellagra . .... . ..... . 
With other somatic diseases 
Manic-depressive 
Involution melancholia . . . . 
Dementia prrecox .... ... . . 
Paranoia or pnnmoid con-
ditions .. . .......... . . . 
Bpileptic psychose~ .. . ... . 
Psychoneuroses and neuroses 
With psychopathic 























5 .. .. 
7 . .. . 
6 .. .. 
6 .. .. 








2 .. .. 
5 .. .. 
1 ... . 
z .... 
1 .. .. 
4 .. .. 
2 . ... 
4 1 .... 
4 
l .. .. 
1 ... . 
2 ...... .. 
5 .. .. 
1 8 .. .. 
2 3 .. .. 
1 .... 





personality . . . .. .. .. .. .. . ll " l 1 1 .. .. 
With mental deficiency . ·1 8 12 2 8 JO ...... .. 
Undiagnosed psyclloses . . . . 5 9 z •> 7 
Without psychosis . . . . . . . . . 27 11 38! 13 8 21 7 . . . . 7j 5 2 1 
r.rrauma.tic ................ . 
Senile ........ . . . .. . ...... . 
With cerebral ..... . .. . .. .. 
arteriosclerosis ......... . 
General paralysis ... .. ... . . 
With cerebra l B,l']lhilis ... . 
With brain tumor ....... . 
With other brain or 
nervous diseases ........ . 
Alcoholic ............ . ... .. 
Due to drugs and other 
exogenous toxins . .. . .. . . . 
With pellagra ......... .. . 
With other somatic 
djseascs ......... . ....... . 





J 6 16 1 
2 .. .. 
2 .. .. 
1 .. .. 





2 .... I 1 
2i 0\ 12 
10 2 
17 
2 . . .. 







jj .... 2 
9 .. .. 
2 .. . . 
1 .. .. 
! .... , .... 
t> •• . •••. . 
2 1· .. .. 
9 2 .. .. 
2 .... . ... . 
l 
2 
1 .......... .. 
1 l 
5 .. .. 
1 ... . 
1 ....... . ,.... 1 .... 1 ........ , .......... .. 
2. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . 2. .. . 2 ..•... . . 
l .. .. 1 1 .............................. .. 
38 6 25 31 4 2 6 .. .. 1 .. .. 
36 14 !/ 23 
60 12 31 43 
8 1 
4 3 
9 .. .. 



















Involution melancholia ... 
26 10 
18 42 
1 ... 1 .......... .. 1 .... 
7 7 
1 .. .. . .......... . 
Dementia prrecox . .. . ... . 
Paranoin or paranoid 
cond:it ions .. .. .......... . 
Epileptic psychoses ...... . 
Psychoneuroses and neuroses 
With mental deficiency .. . 









[)!) 30 .J-t 74 
1 
19 10 5 15 
1 l .. .. 1 
1 .... 
2 1 
11 5 2 7 1 
3 .............. .. 16 7 2 9 2 
Total ............... ... ,164, 185,3191 951 13612311 
H . .. . 
1 .. .. 
3 .. .. 
2 ... . 
1 . .. . 
3 .. .. 














't: .. 2 .. •. 




" " ~ ~ ~ Eo< u; :;;; UJ 
~'i ~-!': 
:§!! I i i I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I M F T I ~( F 1' )l l FIT I M l .~I 'l' Ml FIT I ~[ F I 'l' ~ · F T I I I I I I I I I I I 
'!Taumatic ................. . 
Senile .......... . .......... . 
\Yith c£'rebru l arteriosclerosis 
General puraly~:;is ..... . .. . . 
Wi th cerebral syphilis 
'Vith brain tumor ... 
'Yith other brain or 
nervous discuses ....... . 
Alcoholic . .. .............. . 
Due to drugs nnd other 
exogenous toxins ... . .. . . 
Wi t h pellagra .... .. .. .. .. .. 
" 'ith other somatic diseases 
i\lanic-depre~sive ... . .. . ... . 
Involution m<'lancho1ia ... . 
Dementia prrecox ........ . 
Paranoia or paranoid con-
dition8 .......... .. ...... . 
Epileptic psychoses ....... . 
1 ... \ 1 ... 11. .. 1 
J.: T~ 4 4 !l 5 J:l 5 !i l l 1<1 1(; 5 j !l 2 10 2 3 II 1 7 ..• 1 .. . 1 1 ... 1 ..• 
1 1 l 1 ..• 
1 ... 1 . . 1 ... l .. . 
H l 9 2 .. . 6 1 6 1 
2 ... 2 1 1 1 ... 1 ... 
13 6 19 3 ... 3 6 4 10 4 1 
Hi (; 24 1 1 2 13 4 17 4 1 
H 16 30 6 3 9 8 12 20 ... 1 
7 6 13 1 4 5 5 1 6 1 ... 
36 41 77 22 13 35 11 26 37 ... 
2 4 6 ... 1 1 2 4 . .. 
1J 12 27 10 5 15 4 8 l 
6 ll 20 2 3 5 3 10 13 1 
10 
.. . , ... ~ ... ) ... 
. . . . l • . . 1 
u ... 1 
1 ···I•·· . . . . . . 
. .. """I"'" 
1 ..• 
. . . I . . . 
"'i; ... 1 1 • •• 1 ... 
5 . .. ... ... ... 
1 ... ... 
1 ...... ... 1 1 . .. 
2 2 4 1 
1 .. . 
2 ... 2 .. . 
2 ... PF~ychoneuroses and neuroS<'s With psychopatic persona lity 
With mental deficiency 
Undiagnosed psychoses ... . 
! ~ 1~ .. i .. 3 .. 4 ~ .. 4 ~ .. i 1 .. . 1 .. . 1 ... 
2i 1 f J 1~ g 2~ .. , ~ ~ .. i .. i I: : : Without psychosis . . ...... . 




1 l )I 11 2/ .. ·I· .. Senile .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 11 16 27 1 ... 
With cerebral a rtedosclerosis 4 6 10 . . . 1 
General paralvsis . . .. . .... 16 1 li 3 .. 
.. . .. . .. . .. . .. . 1 1 l ... 
4 i) 11 2 10 12 .. . 
12 35224 .. . 
a N ... s 4 1 5 .. . 
2 ... 2 . .. 
2.. . 2 ... 
1 ... 
With cerrhral syphilis . . . . 2,.. . 2 .. . ... 
With brain twno•· .. .. .. .. 2 . .. 2 .. . .. . 
\Vith other hrain or 
~~~\oJicdn;~~. ~;;d . oti,"~~... 21... 2 .. . 2 .. . 2 . .. . . 
ncn·ous diseases . . . . . . . . 1 . . . 1 . . . 1 . . . 1 . . . . . , .. 
exogenous toxiJlS .. .. .. .. .. . 1 1 . . . J l ... With pellagra .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 11 ~7 38 2 5 7 9 19 28 .. . 3 .. ....... .. . 
With other somatic diseases 211 10 :Ill ii 3 .~ 12 5 17 7 2 9 1 . . . 1, .. . 
Manic-d.epre••ive ... ·: ...... 18 4~ . 001 9 10 10 5 26 31 3 2 5 1 2 3 Involution melancholia . . . . 1 . . . 1 1 1 . . .............. . . . ....... ::: Dementi:t prrecox .. .. .. . .. 40 59 !J!I 'J:i 10 4G 7 3.1 .1() 2 3 4 2 6 ... Paranoia. or paranoid con· I 







Psychoneuroses and neuroses 1 .. ·1 J ..... . · · · l · · · 1 · · · ·. · ·:: \• ~ ~ With mental rleflrienc.v G\ 5 11 4 6 9 2 . . . 2 . . ... . 
Uncliagno•ecl psychoses ... ·I·.. !l a . . . . • . .. . 2 2 .. . 1 1 ... . ..... , ........ "I"' ...... . Without psychosis ......... \ 9\ 7\16 8 4 12 2 3 ............................. ·\ 1 1 
Total .................. ~11>li:1SSI:319I: 721: 5+3~ 61~ 98~15!1~ 21 ~ 25~ 46~ s\ 4 ~ 1+++·! 21 71 9 
30 
P. YOHO ES OF REAmUSSIONS. 
PSYCHOSES 
'goo ~ 'g~ ~~ .,-;; ...... ~13 sa 3 o-
.<:__, 8~ .., .. _., ill="' ill="" 8"" 0 
"' 
Se!lile psychoses ..................... . . .. .. .. .... . ... . 
Psychoses with cerebral arleriosclerosis ....... . ... . 
Psychoses with cerebral syphilis .................... .. 
Alcoholic psychoses . . ... . ........................... . 
Psychoses due to drugs and other exogenous toxins 
P ychoses with pellagra ... . ....................... .. 
Psychoses with other soma lie diseases .... . .... .. .. . 
4 1 1 ........ 6 2 
..... ~ ....... 1 .. 4 1 1 
. . . . . . . . I . . . . . . . . 1 
""'i"l:::::::: 1 1 
2 1 3 
Manic-depressive psychoses .... . .... . .............. .. 9 12 22 12 55 
De1nentia prrecox .. . . . ............. . ... . ............ . 
Paranoia and paranoid conditions .......... . ....... . 
16 9 31 17 73 
1 1 2 4 
Epileptic psychoses .. . .... . .............. . ........... . 
Psychoneuroses and neuro es .. ................. ... . . 
2 2 6 13 
3 3 
Psychoses with psychopathic personality ........... . 
Psychoses with mental deficiency . . .... . .......•..... 




Total ..................... . .... . ...... ... ......... 1 45 I 26 I 77 34 I 182. 
31 












.s :a 1; e e () c. 
·a .., 0 
"' .!l 0 ... ~ p z 
Trauma tic ...... .. . ........ . ............ · 11 . . . 1 . . . 1 . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Senile . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 4 13 . . . . . . . . . 9 3 12 . . . 1 1 .. . With cerebral arteriosclerosis . . . . . . . . . . . 10 2 12 . . . . . . . . . 8 2 10 2 . . . 2 . . . With other brain or nervous diseases . . . . . 1 1 . . . . . . . . . 1 1 . . . Alcoholic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 . . . 6 5 . . . 5 1 . . . 1 .. . Due to rlruiS and other exogenous toxins 1 1 2 1 1 2 . ............. . With pellagra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 5 8 3 5 8 . ........ . .... . With other somatic diseases . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 3 10 6 2 8 1 1 2 ..... . :Manic·depressive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 27 47 19 26 45 . . . 1 1 1 . . . 1 . . . Involution melancholia . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 2 2 . . . 1 1 . . . 1 1 ..... . Dementia Prrerox . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39 45 84 . . . 44 44 34 1 35 5 . . . 5 ... Paranoia or paranoid conditions . . . . . . . . 1 7 8 . . . . . . . . . 1 7 8 ..... . Epileptic psychoses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 10 1~2 11 .. 1. 91- 73 198 1166 11. ·. ·. ·. 1 .. . Psychoneuroses and neuroses . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 13 .a.~ 1 .. . With psychopathic personality . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 . . . 1 1 .. . With mental defiicency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 10 16 6 7 13 . . . 3 3 .. . Undh1gnosed pRychoses . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1 2 3 . . . . . . . . . 1 2 3 .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . Without psychosis .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . ... 74 30 H» .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . 74 30 104 
C,olored Race 
. enile . ....... ....... ... ......... . ........ \ 3 With cerebral arteriosclerosis .........•.. I 1 2 General paralysis . . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 .. . With cerebral syphilis . .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . 2 .. . Alcoholic . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. .. . 1 1 Due to drugs and other exogenous toxins . . . 1 With pellagra . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . 1 5 With other somatic diseases . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 1 )[anic·depressiYe . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . • .. .. 19 27 Dementia prrerox .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . 22 38 Paranoia or p:nanoid conditions . . . . . . . . 1 1 Epileptic psychoses . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . 6 3 Psychoneuroses and neuroses ........... . 13 .. . \Yith mental deficiency .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. 3 12 Undtagnosed psychoses . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. S Without psychosis .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 7 2 
5 .. . 2 4 1 .. . 3... 1 2 3 ..... . 
1 ... 1 . .. 1 .... .. 
2 ...... 1 ... 11 .. . 2 1 1 2 ........... . 
1 ... 1 1 ........... . 
6134 ... 22 .. . 
61124 . .. 4 ... 
46 19 25 44 .. . 2 2 .. . 60 ... . ..... 228456 .. . 
2 ......... 1 1 2 ... ~~ .. ~::: .. ~g .. ~ g::: 1~ .. ~.~.~~ .. ~ ~ i::: 
9 ........... . 
1 ........ . 
1 ... 
7 9 
CAUSES OF DEATH OF PATIENTS CLASSIFIED WITH REFERENCE TO PRINCIPAL PSYCHOSES. 
Whi te Race. 
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I»IFITIMIFIT!MIF!TIMIFITIM!F!TIMIFITIMIFITIMIFITIMIFITIMIFITI MIFITI MIFI TIMIFITIMIFIT 
IuJI~enza -~~~~~~~ .. ~~ ~e~~~........... ~ ) .. .. . ·-1--· ... 1 ........... .. . . ........ J .............. 1 .. _ -~-~-7~ ... -~~~~~~~Tl-~-l ...... , ... ,1,1 ~~;?;:::;~~t:L::~:~~~:::::~:::: -1f 1f i~l<} j::; ::: ::~ ::~ ::~ ::: :~:::: ::: J) J ~:~ < < .. ~ --~ .. ~ :·: ::: ::: :~: ;;~ :;i ::: ::: ::: .:~ ;:2 ::~ ::t: :::) .. ; 1{ 
Other gene~~~~~·;~~ .. !~;.;,--...... .... 1 ... 11 .. ...... !... ... ... .. . ... ... ... . .... .\. ................ ............. ,... I... 1 ..................... , ..... . 
Apoplexy (cerebral hemorrhage) .. .. . 4 S 12 .. . 2 2 2 1 3 .............. . ..... .\... .. • .. . • .. .. . 1 2 3 .. . .. . .. . • .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . 1 1 .. . 1 1 
General paralysis of insane .......... !J ... 9 .. . ... • • ... .. . 9 ... 9 ............ , ............... , ..... . ............ 1 ......................
............. . 
CPrebro-_spinal syphilis ............... 1 . 1 ...... .. , ... ,. .. ... ... .. . ... ... ... . ................... ................ j ........... . ... ..... .......... 1 ...... ,1, ... ,1 
f~ll~::;l~~~~~~~:~~~~'::~:~~~~::~i:s:e~:~;: l--~1 i :::_ ::: ::: ::: ::. ::: ::: ::: :_:: ::: ::: ::: ·.:1: ::~ ::: ::: ::: ::: \: ::: ::: ::: ::~1::~ ::~::: ::: ::: ::: ... ::: :::1::: ::: ~ ::: ~ Endocardifi;c~ct10,'Xyo~~:.~~r: • .. ..••.... ·I ala .. . 2. 2 .. . .. .................. .\... .. . .. . .. . ... .. • 1 1 .. . • .. .. . .. . .. .. .............. . ..... ·I· .. ~~t;,~~scr;;;~~·--::::::::: ·::::::::: ·. ·.: ~\ · 22 rl, .. 6 .. 9 · i5 · i i .. 5 · i9 ::: .. · ::: .. · ::: .. i .. 2 .. :i ::: .. i .. i ~ • ~ ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::I::: ::: :: · ::: ::: j 51 1 j 6 
BI'Oncho~J~!~:;,~~~;{' . Sy_s_t~~ . .. ... . .... ·I 2\ 1 3 1 .. . 1 .. . .. . .. . .. . .. ...... ·\". .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . 1 1 ..... · .. · ........ -· · · .. · • .... · .. · .. ·~-- J .... · 1 .. · 1 
Lobar pneum.onia .. ............... .. . ... 4 l ... ... ... ... 1 1... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 1 ...... ·· · ... 111 .. · .. · ........... · ... ... ... ... 1 1 ·-- ~ -- · 
Gen ito-Urinary Sy•tem 
C11ronjc nephritis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 2 5 . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . 1 1 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . ... .... ... . ..... . 
Other diseases of kidneys and annexa ! .. -\ 1 I ... , ... , ......... , ..................... , ... / ... , ... , ............ 1 1 I ...... \... ... . ....... . j ... j ... ""-/"'I-" 
Totai ...... .... .. . ............... J75166iH1Js! Is j23Juj7124191 .. ·1 +·1---1--·/4) 6J1oJ ... J21 2j ;r~;l26[ ... j ... [-.f4Jaj7j. .. j ... j ... J1t 4JsJ ... J 111123jnJ34 
':; 
CAUSES OF DEATH OF PATIENTS CLASSIFIED WITH REFERENCE TO PRINCIPAL PSYCHOSES. 
Colored Race 
CAUSES OF DEATH 
-~ 
"' .. Cl -o d "'"' "''" .. 
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.,c; 0 "' 
"' 
::00 ~ ..... ... .. ., 
"'" "' .!1 > .:=)< .,c <>" .... as·~ " .. .. .... '2~· ·::;; o ..c ·a·g~ ~~ "" c.- -" ;;~ <>0 _ , _g§ 0 .~ ~ ~c ~o O" .5-~ I er e " " .,..., "'" o.g 3 I ~ ~ .. .. ., ..c ~~ .... ""'"" "" ~-g ~ ~~ ..cc" ·;: ~~ 0 ""' 6" "''"" ~,. ~ .. -= ->. 0 ~~ .s , .. ,SE .... '"do ~8~ ~~ .. o"' :;a"' f"' tf ~() ~p. ~" 9=: p. p. ... 00 < 
' ' ' I I I I I I ! I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I i i I I I I I~IFJTI. ~ ! F J T I M IFJ T J ~ I F JTI M F T M F T I M I F I T I M I F I T I M I F I T I MIFI T I M I F I T I M I F I T I D I FITIM I F I T I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I . I I I I I I : I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
. I I I I ' I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
lnfluenza ~~~~~~~ .~'.'.e.~~~· ........... ..r' 11. J / ..... \1 ... / •• ./. .. / .•• / ••. /. •. / ... / .. .L .. ~ ... 1 ... 1 ... \ ... 1 ... 1 ... 1 .. J. J .. I .. J.. I ... 1. .. I. . J. J. J. J. J. J .. : .. J .. :. .. I .. J. / 1i. .. / 1 Pellagra ............................... 15 30145.. 1 11 ... 1 ... , ... .. .. , .. , ... .. . , . .. 1 1, 2 1 .. 11 "I 41 ol .. 1 ... 1 ... 1 11 ... 1 11 ... 1 ... 1 .. ·1· .. 1· .. 1· .. 1· .. 1· .. 1 ... 1101 ~41 ~4 Tuberculosis of lungs ................ 9 4 13 ......... ........................... 1 1 2 .. . . ... . I 41 ill ·q ... l .. ·l .. ·l 11 ... 1 Ll .. ·l · ··l ... l ... l .. •l .. · l· .. l .. . l ... l a1 .. . 1 g Cancer .................................... 1 1 ................................ \ .................... "" .J .. 1 ... 1 .. 1 ... 1 ... 1 ... 1 .. ., ... 1 .. ·1 .. · 1··-1 .. ·1 .. ., ... 1··" ... 1 ... 1 .. ·1 11 1 Other gene~aelrv~~~asegystero ........... . .. 1 1 · .. .. ·/· .. 1 .. • .. ~ .. • .. • .. • .. • .. • · .. I .. · · .. · .... · .. · .. · .. · .. , 1 1 .. .. ·j· .. I .. · .. · ... , .. ·j· .. · .. I .. · · .... ·1· "i" ., ... ,. · ., ... , .. · ~r~~!;f~~~~~~e~~" 1orl~~n~~"::~~.:::: 1~ 1~1 i~ ::: .. 6 .. ~ .. :\ .~ .. 7 ·i1 .. 3 ·i.t ::: :::::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :: .L :.: .:: ::: :.:1:.: ::: :::::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::: :: ::J:: ::: .. zJ::: .. 2 Cerebro:sprnal sypluhs ....... ,... .. .. . ~ ... 11 . . I ............................................ ...... J ............. . 1 ............... I ............... 1 ... 1... .. . 1 .. . 11 ~lJ~~~IO~.fro~. o~~,~~.'.'~·~~~~ .'~'.~".'~·~ .. (; ~ 1~ ::: ::: ::: :::',::·. ::: ::: :: : : : : ::: ::: ::: .. ~ .. ~ .. ~ : :: ::: ::: ~ •. ~ '"i ~ ::· ::J.: •·4 "i .. 5 ::: ::: ::: ::: ::;1::: /:"J:: ::: "2 "i ... 
Chorea ·ci;~~i~t.;;;. ·sy~t~ ,;.; .......... 1 ... 1 ............ 1 .................. 1 ... ... .................... ........ .... 1. .. ... ... ... ... ( ............... ~· · '/"· ... 1 .. . 
En<locarditis and myO<:ardWs ....... 5 si S 1 11 21 ............ .. .......... ~ ...... 1 1 1 .... .. ... , 1 1 2 ...... I ........................ , ......... 1 ...... 3 .. . Other disea<es of the hea1t .. ........ 3 3 6 1.. 1... .. . ... ... .•. .. ... ... ... ... 2 2 ... .. . .. . . 1 1 ... 1 ... 1 .. ............................... 1... .. . 2 ... 2 Arteriosclf{~.~rrat~·ry .. S.ys t~;,· ....... ~1 3 24 7 2 9 4 .. . ' 4 .. . ............... 1 / 1 2 ........ 1 ... 1 .. ... ... . 1 . ..... , ... J ......... .. y . ... .. y . ... s ... s 
Bronchopneumo!1ia ................... 1 ... )1 ...... f....... .1. .. 1 ......... ..1. ..... · ·1 ............... \ ............... 1 ... ) ... 1 ...... l ...... ·•· .................. 1 · .. 1 1 Lobar P""'o'f;:;u v~ .. 5)..,"t~;,; ........... 1 ... 1 1 ...... .. . 1 ...... / .............. 1 .................... . ....................... 1 ........................... . ..... 1 ... 1 Dinrrhe'G.~i~o-u':i~~~~ s).siem ........ l .. ·\ 1\ 1\ .. '1' .. \ ... 1 . . ................. J ......... 1 ........... . ...... 1 1 1 ... ... \ ..... ,1 ................. .. ...... .. . 
Chronic nephritis .... .. .. . ............ 141 01131 212' 41 ... , ... ......... / ...... 1... ... .. . 1 1 ....... · ... 12 2 .. · ... , ... · ..... 
1 
........... · . .. .. ·j·.. ... 1/ 112131 5 o~~~~e~seases of genito-urinary ... 1 1 ..... . 1 ................................. 1 ............................. .I. .... 1 .. . ............. .. ...... .I. ........ 1 1 
Accidenlnl .. (;;,;~;~~ti~; ·::::::::: :::::: 1 .. . 1/ ...... / ... 
1 
... / ... 
1 




..... ·/· ........ •• ... • •· · .. • ... , .. • .. · /· .. • .. , .. • .. • ..... ·I·) .. , .. · .. ·/ .. ·/ .. ·I·.. 1 .. · 1 
Total . .......................... ,91J77116sjul12f23islsln\ ul 31141 ... j ... , ... js!n\191 +·llJ1oiHi241·· .J..-i--·i sj1j7j ... , ... , ... , .. . , ... , ... , ... , 1j1!38!ro!ss 
AGE OF PATIENTS AT TillE OF DEATH CLASSIFIED WITH REFERENCE TO PRINCIPAL PSYCHOSES. 
White Race 
~ ... ~~ ~~ PSYCHOSES ~g ~E ~~ "'~ "'f "'~ .... ~ "'"' 1~ fil~ .... ., <nf "'0 ""' 3 ..... '"''" I~ !! "''" """ ~ -5 ""'"' l~ lil ula I~ l~ .a J~ l~ '"'" 0 ""' "" ::>'"' o>< ..,.'"' o>, oos p+' E-< ,.., c-1 
"" '"' '"' 
..,. 
"' "' "' "' 
r-
--
- , ___ -- - ---I Ml F \ T 11 M11 F 11 T 1/ ~~~~ F 1j T \ M\ F 11 T \ M11 F \ T \ M\ F \ T \ Ar \ F \ T \ M\ ~T )~r 11 F 1j T! M! 1" \ T! )I ) Fl T I )f! F1 T I AI \ F \TIM\ F I 'r ~~F\ T 
Senile ........ . ..... . . . .... . 
With cerebral arterioscle· 
rosis ...... . ...... . . . . .. . . 
General paralysis .... . .... . 
With cerebral syphilis .... . 
With brain tumor . .. ..... . 
Due to drugs and other ex-
ogenous to:\ins ...... . .. . 
With pellagra ............ . 
With other somatic diseases 
Manic-depressive ...... . .. . . 
Involution melancholia ... . 
Dementia prrecox ........ . 
Epileptic psychoses .... . . . 
W~~a!i'g:cl:~P~.t~i~. -~~-.... . 
"With mental deficiency .. 
.Vithout psychosis ........ . 
I I I 1 I T. T T 1 -~ - T T i l I I I I I : I I l I I I - - I I I I I I s 15 23 1 . . . 1 ... 1 ... 1 ... 1 .. . ) ... 1 ... 1 ... ) ...... 1 ... 1 ... ···~· · · 1 ... ) ... 1 ... ) ... ! .. 1 •• • 1 ••• • •••••••••• • •••• • • •••••••• 1 ... 1 3 1 41411<l 18 ........ . 
17 7 24 1. ....• ···1···1··· ···1···1··· ...... ) ...!. ... .. ···I··· ... ) 1 11-··1···1··· 1 1 2 ... 2 2 ... ••.... 7 ... 7 2 2 4 7 1 8 ...•••... 9... 91-..... ....... .. .. ................ I... 1 . . . 1 1 . . . 1 2 . . . 2 3 . . . 3 2 . . . 2 ... . .....• . .. . ...... . ......... , .. . .. . .. . ... . . . 
~ ::: L: :·.: :::)::: 11 :·.: ::: j::: ::: j::: l::: ::: ):: ·.1::: \::: l::r+rii::t:)::: .. 1 ::: - - ~ . . 2 ::t ·2 ::: ::: ::: ::: :::::: ::: ::: ::: j:::l ::: ::: ::::::::: 1 ... 1 ...... ··l· ...... ... ··t-· ..... . , ... ··+·)·· ·l··t··\···1 +·t1··· ... , ......... 1 •. . ...•••.• . .•.• . ••••• . .•. ' · .1· ... 1. •· · · • . 1 • • ••• ! t ~g :::::: :::c ~ ::: ::: ::i ::: ::i ::: : :~ ::~ ::icl::i ::::J<::::h ::i J ::~ ::i .. ~ ::i -~ 1 i ::i ::i ::~ .. ~ ::: .. ~ ::~ ··~ - -~ ~~::ij ~-1:::1::: ::: 
2 2 4 ... · ··t · · -1 . . • 1 .. . 1 •••.... . ... . ...... . ..... , ... 1 ... 1 ... 1 ... •.. 1. . . ! ...••. . . 111 1 ... 1 ......... 1 ... 1 ... 1 1 ........... . ..... . 9 17 26 , . ....... . . • . ··· t··· ... 1 1 2 1 3 .. . 11 11 11 11 21 1, ... ,11 2 3 5 1 1 21 1 2 3 ... ... . .. . .. 4 4 ... 3 3 1 ... 1 
4 3 7 1 ... 1 .. . ...... 1 1 2 ......... 2 1 3 ... 1 1 ...... ······ ... ........... ... ······ ............ .... ... .. \' ... .... !. .. . .... . 
. I I ! I 1 4 6 ......... . . . . .• . . ................... 1 11 21 ... 1 11 1 ... 1 ... , ....... .. ...... 1 1 .......... ..... ···· ·· 1 1 ....... .. ... ... .. . 
. 1 1 ...... 1 . . . · · · ~ - --1- .. . .. . .... . ... ···!··· .J .. I ... ! .. . , .. , . ../. .. •... , . .. 1-·· 111 ...... ..... ................... ···I··· ···j···l···l··· ···I··· 3 5 81··· ·· ·!······ ... , ... 1 1 2 .. . ... ... 11··· 1, ...... ···1···11 1 1 ... 1 ... , 2 2 ... 1 1 ............ .. .. ......... .......... . 
Total ........ . ...... . . .f75,66,141\ +·\ + · l ···l ~- ( aj a! 61 2j aj sJ 61 sj 91 3) fs\41 21 ol 9f if 16f 71 si 1s) 21 41 6115, ... ,151 6112,18,161191 ~~ rj...j 1 
.. 
;. 
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ) - 1 1 T -T - ~ - ~ ~ -- ~ --~r -) ---~ --~ - 1 1 \ 1 ) ) ) 1 r M F TIMIFITIMIFIT,MIFIT I MIF ITIM I FI TI MIFITIM FITIMIF IT MIFIT I MIFIT M F T MIF T M F T MIFI T I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I f I I 
Senile . ..................... u 12 2:-/. .. ~.~ ···Ffl·..\.··1··· ... 1. .. ...... ···I··· ... \...\. ..... ...... \ ... 1 1 ... ( 1111 ~-~- - 2- -;-~--2~---;--- 315 3 2/ 51 3\ 4\ 7 ... J ... 1 .. . w.~~~is ce~~~.r:' 1 .,~~~:i.~~1.':. 6 5 1/ ........ 1 ••. 
1 
... 1 ••• 1 ...... . .............. . .. ···!··.\. ........... ...... 1\ 1 2 2 4 . ..... . .. 2 1 3 2 ... 21 ... 1 1111 ···1··· .. . W>i•::;ra~eF:b'":.V·~;·pi •. iii·;·:::: 1~ .. 3 1~ , ::: ::: ::: ::: :::1::: ::: .. ~ .. 1 ::: ::: ::: ::: .. ~ .. ~ _j::: .. ~ .. ~ ::: .. ~ ~ ::: ~\ ~ .. 11 i :::-:::::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::\::: ::: ::: ::: ::: 
\.Vith Huntington's chorea 1 ... J l .......•. j ... ... ,... ... .. . .. . 1 ·•· 1 • · · ·· · · ·· ···/··· ··· ··· ··· ··· ··· · · · ···I··· ···j· · ·~···/ .. · ·_·· ··· ... ! ... ··· ·· · ·· · ·· .1 . .. ··· ··· ··• · ·· 
With other brain or / I I . I I I j I I 
nen•ous disea ses ......... 1 ... 1 ... , ......... , ... , ........... . ..................... ! ..... . ...... , ... , ... , ............ , ......... , .. 1 ... 1 ........ . ... 1 ...... 1 ... , ..... . 
\I'Jth pellagra ............ . 6 24 ocl ...... , ..... . 1 1 ... 5 5 1 4 5 ... 1 1 ... 4 4 ... 1 1 1 3 4 1 1 2 ... 2 2 2 11 3 ......... 11 1 l, ..... . , .. . 
\nth other somatic diseases 15 4 u , ... .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . 1 .. . 1 1 .. . 1 .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . 1 .. . 1 .. . .. . .. . 2 2 1 .. . .. • .. . 2 2 4 3 .. . 3 5 .. . 5 ........ . Manic-depre<Sive .... : .. .. .. 8 11 19 .. .. . .. .. 4 1 5 . .. 2 2 1 . . . l . . . 1 1 . . . 2 2 1 . . . 1 . . . . .. j. . . 1 1 21 ... 1 1 I 1 1 2 . . . 1 1 . . . 1 1 j •.• 1 ..... . 
Involution melanchoha . . . . 1 . . . J ... 1 .. .\. •• • ••. ·- I· .. · · · ·. · · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·l 11· • ·/ 1 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··.I.· · · · · · · · '· · J · · Dementia. prrecox . . . . . . . . . 10 14 241 ....• . j·.. 2 1 3 I 2 3 . . . 1 1 4 2 6 . . . 2 2 1 2 3 1 I 2 . . . 3 3 . . . . . . • • . 1... 1. ........... , .............. . ~~\~P~~nr.~r~~orl~i~~~j·::::l··6 l ~ l ::: j:::l ::: :::j:::l:::j .. z ::: , .. 2 --~ ~: ::~ .. ~ .. ~ ::: .. ~ .\:: .. ~ .. 1 ::: ··1/:: : ::: 1: ::::: .. ~ .. ~ ::: .. i .. i ::: ::: ::: :::::: ::: :::r::: ::::::1:::::: 
Un.dJOgnosed ps)·~hO!'es .... 1 1 ~1 ...... , . .. , ....•. 1 ..... . . . ......... .. . . ......••.... 1 ............. .. .......... . ... . ..•... 1 1 ... ........ . .. . ... ... 1 ... . . . 1 ... 1 
W•thout psychosis .. . .. . ... 111 1 1~ /···/ 1 1 2/·· · / 2/ 2 .•. 2 21 ... 2 . .. 1 ••• 1 •• • 2/··· 2 .. . .•. ·· ·j 2j· ·· 2 1 ... 1 1 .. . 1 ... t ............... ...... ... , ... ........... . 
Total ........•......... ,9117++·11111 sl 3i u/ oi 10/ 10/ '/ 5/ 12/ 5/ 5/ 10) 4i ~~12~ 91 31121101 5J15112,12~24i 11 71 sJnl sj19j s/ 3j 11 / 9l 71161 1\···1 1 
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"" ----- -----





. 'II -·--1 I \ I Tl I i I Ill I I II I I Ill I Se?lle ................. ...... :. .. .. . .. .. ~ 1o 23 .. . 1 1 2 1 3 2 3 5 .. . .. . .. . 3 3 6 1 4 5 ... , 1/ 1 ... , 2 2 . .. ..... . , ........ .......... 1 ... 1 .............. . W1th cerebral ~tenoscleroSJs ........ l• 7 24 1 2 3 8 1 9 3 .. . 3 3 1 4 1 2 3 .. . .. . .. . 1 .. . 1 .. . .. . .. . .. • 1 1 ....................... ............. 
G':"eral Paralys1s ·::""""""""" 9 ... 9· ......... 2 ... 2 ......... 2 ... 2 5 ... 5 ..... ... .......... 1 ... 1 ... 1 ............ 1 ............. . ....... ! ..... ...... .. 
W1th cerebral syph1hs ................ 1 ... 1 1 ... 1 ................ ......................... .. .. 1 .. . / ... / .. . , ... : ... 1 ... , ...... j ...... .. . 1 ............ 1 ... 1 ... 1 ..... 1 • ..1. .. ii~~\~r~~~u::;',':[ a't'h~~·~~~g.~;.;~~~ .... 3 ... \ 3 .................................... l ... 1 2 .. . 2, . .. , ... , ... .. . , .. . , ...... , ..... .... ... ... 1 ............ , .............. . 
toxins ........... .................. .. l l ... Jl 1 ... 1 ....................... ..................................... 1 ............... . .......... . ............... .. . .. . ~::~~ ~~~alr:On;~ti~"cii~,;,;.;;·::::::::: ~ ~~l~ ~ .. 2 ; ~ i ~ i .. 1 i .. 1 ::: .. ~ •• 1 : :· ... ~ ::: ::: :::1::: :::/:::1::: :::/::: :::1::: ::: ::: :::::: :: : :::::: ::: 1,:::::: ::: ::: ::: ~lanic·d!pressi ve ....................... ,4 6110 2 ... 2 ... j ...... ... l 1 .... .. ...... 1 1 ... 1 Ij ... 1j1 ... 1 1 .. . ) ... ...... 1 1 ......... 2 .. . 2 ... ..... . 
Involution melanchoha. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 2 2 4 .. . .. . ... 1 .. . 1 .. . 2 2... . .. . .. 1 . .. 1 ..... .... 1 ...... I ... , ......................................... ... . ... ... . .. 
Dementia prmcox ........ .... .... .... I 9 17 ~6 1 1 2 .. . 1 1 .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. 3 3 6 2 1 3 .. . . .. .. . . .. 1 1 .. . .. . .. . 2 1 3 1 .. . 1 . .. 2 2 . .. i 7 
Epileptic psychoses .................. . ) 4 31 7 .. . . .. .. . 1 .. . 1 .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . 2 .. . 2 .. . 1 1 1 1 2 .. . .. . .. . • .. . . .. . . .. 1 1 .. ... ... ... ............... . 





1 ... 11 ........ ... . 1 1 .. . ......... 1112 3 ... , 1
1
1 ......... . 1 ... 1 ..... ...... . , ............... 
1 
... ... .. . 
Total ............................ . ( 75\ 66\ml12\ s\ 1s(1s( a( 24( 71 s1151 6111 71171101271 61101 16\ z( 6( sj 1j 41 51 11 2! 31 zl 31 51 +·I ll ~ 2j +·I sj s 
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t- 0) .... .... .... 
1 Ml F 1 ]') lr
1
i F) T 1 Ml FfFF~rF IT/ ~r/1" 1 T! M! F! TIll! FiT llr l p 1 T llrj r 1 T 1 ~~1 ~, 1 T 1 Ml I" 1 T ( lrT; ~-;~1 )I! F ( '1' 
Senile ......... . ....................... 11 121 23 1 1 2 z 4 6-jl~l -3-2- 1 3 2~j ~-~31 1 ~C i . l ... j ... l ... j ... ( ... \1 1\ 1' ...... '\···· ........ j .. ·l··· ......... 1 .. . 
With cerebral arteriosclerosis ........ 6 5 11 1 4 5 l l 2 l ... l f ... l ···1··· ... l j··· l r··· l·· ·\ ..... . j •..•.••••••••. . ••• • .•••• l . . . 1 .. . ... ··· ··· ··· ··· 
~~~~r':.!er~~~:JY~~hi.lis·:: ::: ::::::::::: 1~ . . ~ 1~ .. ~ ::: .. 1 i .. ~ ~ .. § .. 2 .. ~ .. ~ ::: .. ~ . . ~ ::: j._\·i ::: .. i .:: :::!::: ::J:: ::. ··i \. :: .. i ::::::::: ·:. :::::: :::\:::::: ::: :::::: 
With Huntington's chorea ........ .. .. l ... 1 . . . . . ....... . ....... . ... . . ··· · ·· ··· 1 ··· 11···1· ·· ··· ... 1 .. j· ·I· ·j···'··· .. . \··· ··· ·· · ··· ··· ··· ··· ··· ... 1 .•• • •• ••· ··· • · • 
With other brain or neT\'OUS diseases .. 1 .. . 11··· ·· · ··· ··· ··· ··· ··· ··· ··· ··· ... •·· ··· ··· .. . i. · · .; . .. 1 11·· 1 · ... ,' ... · · · ·• ··· ··· ··· · · · · . ...... ···1· ............. . 
With pellagra ... . ..................•. 6 2J 30 3 8 11 2 14 16 1 2 3 ..... ... .......... i ... 1 ... 1··· ...... 1 ......... . . . ... J ..• •··1··· .... ....... .. ............... . 
1\"ith other somatic diseases . . . . . . . .. 15 4 I9 7 1 8 5 1 6 1 I 2 1 I 2 I . . 1 . . . . . . . . . .1. . 1 ... I .. ·J· ........ , .... .... ... .. ... .... .. ... .. ... ... ...... .. . 
)1anic·deprcssive ........ ... ....... .... 81119 4 610 I ... 1 .... . .... 1 ... 1 1 1 2 ......... 11 II 21 ... 31 3 ...................... . ....... . ..... .. ...... . 
lnvoluti.on melancholia .............. . 1 .. 1 ....................... . ........... I··· 1 .. . ··· ···l···1· ., .. _ · ... 1.•. 1 ... 1 ••• , ••• ·•• ·· I· ········ ·· ·· ··· ·· · ··· ··· ··· 
llementm prrecox ............. . ...... 10 14 24 1 . . . 1 1 2 3... 1 i 1 1 2 .. . 1 I 1 1 2 3 1 'I 2 II 3 .. ·j 1 I ..• . . . •. . 1 1 2 ... 11 1 ........ . 
~~~p~~nl!l'c~~j~~:,; ·:::::::::::::: .. ~ ~ I:: ... ~ .. ~:::::::: ... I::: .. 1 ::: .. i .. i .. ~ ::: .. ~ ::: ::·. :::1. l ::: , .. ~ ·:: :::::::1:::1:::1'::· :::1:::/:::,:::1::: ::: .~ ::: .. 1 ::: ::: ::: 
Undiagnosed psychoses . ...•..•..... . . 1 1 1 "... ... ... ... 1 1 .... . .... .. ....... . . , ...................... 1·· · ... , .. 1 ... l . . .... , .•. .............. . . . ......... 
Without psychosis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 11 1 12 .... . ·j· .. I" .. . . . .l .. 1 1 . . . . . . . . 4 . . . 4 3 . . . a1 .. · \·.. • • • 2 .. . , z . . .......................... ·j·.. . . . 2 . . . 2 
Thtal ······· ····· ·················1911 i+68121,21/njJJi 2Jja9/ s/ 9j Iii il 4/nlul 4)1s) 91 2)n/ 6/ s/ n/ !/ 4/ s/ z/ 2/ +·1···/···t 2)11 a/1/I/ 2) +·I 
AGES AND DURATION IN HOSPITAL OF THOSE DYING OF PELLAGRA. 
Total. 15-19 Years. 20-24 Years. 25-29 Years. 30-34 Years. 35-39 Years. 
1
---- , .. -- , .. :1:1:1~1~ :1:1:1~1~ :1:1:1~1~ :1:1:1~1 ~ l:l:l:l ~ l ~ J:I:I:I=I~ 
Less than one month .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 2 4 8 One to three months . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . 2 2 4 1i 
(! ... our to se,·en months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 3 1 2 
J,;ight to twelve months .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 1 . .. . .. l One to two vears . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . .. . . S 2 3 1 
Three to four years . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . .. . 2 . . . 1 . .. 
Fi,·e lo six years . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 1 1 1 Ele,·en to twelve years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .. . .. . 
'1\venty years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 . . . 
16 .. . . . .. 
1
1 . . . 1 ..... ·I· . . 21 21. . . 1 1 3 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·I· . . . . . . .. 
1
. . . . .. 
2! ::: ::: :: ~ __ i __ i ::: :::,::~ .. ;1 .. :,::: : :~ ::: ::~ ::~ ::: :::::: : :~ : :~ 1::: ::~ ::: ::~ - -~ v ... .. . ..... . .... .. .. .... 1 1 .............................. 1 ... 1 ... 2 L: :::1'::: ::: ::: ::: ::r : l::>:l: :~ ::: ::: : :~ --~ ::~-/::: ::~ ::: J::: ::~ ::~1::: --~ 
2 
.... , ... · ·· · ·· ··· · ·· ···J···I .. . , ... I .. -1-- · ··· ··· ··· .. . ··· ··· ··· ... , ........ +·! ... 
Total 




AGES AND DURATION IN HOSPITAL OF THOSE DYING OF PELLAGRA, Continued. 
_ 
\ 70 Years and 
'."4<. y~~ I" FH:I~ ·l·i -l:i ~ :,:i :1~ ~ . i"i ;i~ ~ . ~i ·E~ ·1"1:1" I ~ ~:::oo~~~oo~~~oo ~~~oo~;::~oo~~~oo~ 
~": ~!:"~hr~~e ;:~~~~ :::::::::::::::·.1::: :::'::: "2 .. 2 ::: ::: .. ~ ~ ~ ::: .. ~ ::: "2 ~ ::: ::: f:J.~ .. 21 ··21:::1"2 "i ~ ::: " i ::: ::: "j "2 :::~ .. ~~::: ~ 
Four to seven months .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . 1 .. . . .. 1 .. . 1 .. . . .. 1 .. . . .. 1 .. . 1 .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . 1 .. . . .. .. . 1 .. . .. . .. . 1 1 
Eight to twelve months ............................. 1 ..... . .. . 1 ..................... , ......... 1 .. . , ... , .................................... .. . 
One to two years .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . 1 .. . 1 .. . 1 1 .. . 2 1 .. . .. . .. . 1 .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. 1 . .. .. . .. . 1 .. . 1 .. . . .. 1 . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. 
Three to !our years ............................................. . ....................... , ... "'l·l"'· ... 1 ... .. ....... ................. . 1 ... 1 ..... . ~;;;.~ot~'xn!~~:;" Y~~;;·:::::::::::::: :: :,:: :: :: ::: :::::: ::: :::::: ::: ::: :: : ::: ::: ::: ::: "i ::: ::: l .. i/:: :1: :: ::: ::::::::: ::·. ::: ::: :::::: :::::: :::::: 
Twenty years and over ................. , .............. . ... , 1 ... 
1 
1 ..... -J- .............. , ... / ... 
1 
............ . ........ / 1 ...... 1 ... . .......... . 
Total .... . ........................ j ... ( 1111 2! 41 1\ 21 a\ a\ 91 1\ 1\ 1\ 2\ + ·11: ... , 2\ 31 + .. ! 2111 6111 ++·I ~~ +·11111 4 ~ 
<.0 
COMPARISON OF DEATHS FROM PELLAGRA WITH OTHER CAUSES. 










January . . . . . •. . . . . . . • 8 11 
February . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 .... 
March . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• 8 1 
April . . . . . . . •• . . . . . . . • . 4 1 
May . . . . . . . ..•..•.... •. 4 1 
June . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. 8 1 
July . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. 6 2 
August .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . 6 2 
September . . . .. . . . . . .. 6 
October . .. . . .. . . .. .... 11 
Nm~f'mher . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7/ 1 
December . ...... . ... · J 2, ... . 
Total .. . .......... ·l 751 nl 
R~ 1 ::u:in• 
Per Cent 
'! I 100 !'•. 
8 
... 





·It ... ~ ~ t.JJ 0 ~I d d - ~ ~ =~ ~ 0.. <: " S;, !! -.; 
"" 
51 2 ~ .. 1 
10 2 
~/ .... 
7 .. .. 
5 ... . 
7 . .. . 
3 .. .. 
~ :::r:: 
4 .. .. 
ij• .. ~ 
7 1 
31 .. 
4 .. .. 
6 .. .. 
10 .. .. 























" .It ~~~ I "'  ~ ....~ ~8 ~ "' ~-.; 0.. g < 
.1:;: ~ -5 CfJ 
"O"' ~ = ~ ~ n 




3 .. .. 
4 ... . 
13 3 10 .... 1 .. .. 
10 1 9 .... . .. . 
7 ... . 15 1 14 ... . 
6 ... . 11 2 9 .. .. 
8 ... . l4 3 11 .. .. 
5 . . . . 13 1 12 .. .. 
2 .. . . 8 2 6 .. .. 
4 ... . 10 2 8 .. .. 
4 ... . 12 2 10 .. .. 
2 . .. . 16 4 12 .. .. 
g ::::1:::: 14 2 12 .. .. 5 .... 5 . . .. 
11 ... ~ 
2 .. . 




1~ ... 2,. 
6 1 
ll 3 












.1 ::: " .d ... ~ <G ~ 0 ~ 
- ~" Cj - d 
a.. <o 
8 ... . 
2 ... . 
( ... . 
2 .. . . 
w ... . 
w ... . 
9 ... . 
2 ... . 
3 ... . 
u . .. . 
8 .... 51' ''' 
7+6·+·1.6! 









































4 2 i!.... . . . . 15 5 10 .... 
1 
.. .. 
7 2 5 .. .. • .. . 10 3 7 ...... .. 
7 1 6 . . . . . . . . 11 1 10 . .. ..•.. 
3 .... 3 .. ..... . 5 .... 5 .. .. 
6 2 4 .. .. . .. . 16 2 14 .. .. 
8 4 4 ........ 20 6 14 .. .. 
9 2 7 .... .. .. 20 4 16 .. .. 
9 3 6 ... . .... 12 4 8 . .. . 
3 2 1 .. .. .. .. 6 2 4 9 6 3 .. .. . . .. 24 8 16, .. .. 
8 3 5 .. .. .. .. 19 6 13 .. .. 4 3 1 . . . . . . . . 10 4 6, . .. . 












































1- :5 U} 
"I:;; ~ 0~ ~ ::: g 
0.. <:0 
J. 
M ... . 
u ... . 
14 ... . 
a ... . 
w ... . 
. .. . . 
w ... . 
14 
~~ · · ·· u ... . 
u . .. . 
309l 68! 241!22.0!78.0 
.. 
41 




"' 1l -goo "0~ ] :~ .,m .,-;;; <>a! 
..... :::s :a:c .. .. 5 s -o :s~.§ ~~ o- ..,_ .t:<> 8~ _., +'0 ~~8 il="' !l:"' ~i:: 8~'« ~0 
Dead 7 5 12 11 26 37 49 Discha~g~d· ·:: :::: : :::::::::::: :: ::: ::: ::::::::::::: 2 1 3 2 1 3 6 
Out on Parole ............ . ....... .. . .... , ... . .... 2 5 7 2 1 3 10 
Still in Hospital ......... .......... ... 
··········· 
10 7 17 8 10 18 35 
Total . .. . .. ........... . ......• .. .............. ·I 21 I 18 I 39 I 23 I 38 I 61 1100 
RI;;Sll)li:l\ _ I;; 01•' PATU:NTS RllCEIVE.D 1023. 
COUN'rJES 
Abbeville ...• • . .... •• •... ... .••• . ... . .•• . , . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Aiken . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • •• . . . • . . . •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Allendale . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 5 
.A nderson ..... ... ..... . .......... , •....... . ........ . . , 11 
Batnberg .. .... . ............ . ..... , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Barnwell . . . . .• . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Beaufort .... . ... . .. •.......••. , ........... . .... . 
Berl<eley ... . . . . . . . • . . . . . •. •• .. .. . . •. .. • . •. . . . . . 1 
Calhoun . . . .. . ..... ... . . ... . . . . . ... . .. .. .... .. ........ 2 
Chal'lestotl . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . 11 
Cherokee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . • 10 
<'heste,· . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... . . . . . . . .. . . •. .. . . • . 5 
hcslerfleld . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . 3 
larendon . ......... . ......... .. ... . ... ...... .. .... . . , . 2 
Collcton . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 5 
Darlington ........... . . . ..... .. .. . .. . .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 
Dillon . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . .. •.• . 5 
Dorchester ................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Edgefield . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .•. . . . . . . • . . . . .. . . .. . 2 
Fairfield . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 2 
~""Iorence . . ........ .• . •... . ... . 0 o.............. . . . . . . . . 3 
Gcorget.o\vn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Grcem•ille ....... , .. . • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 2.~ 
Green\vood . .. . .....•.. . ...... 0 ••• •••••• • , •• • • • • ,...... 6 
Hampton . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. . •. . . . . . 3 
LJorry ........ .. ... 0....... . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Jasper ...... . .. . ...•.. ....... •.........•....... . , ... . . . 1 
l\el'ShR\V , . . , , . , . , , , , , , , . , . . , . , , . , .. , . , , . , , . , , . . , . • . . . . .J 
Lancuster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Laurens . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .... . . . . 8 
Lee ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. ... .. . .. . . . . .. . ....... 2 
J_,exington . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 4 
~rion .......•.... ···· ••o•· · ·· ··· ······ · · ·• 4 
l\farlboro ...... 0.. ......... . ... ........... .. . • . . . . . . . . 4 
M('Corn1irk ....... ... ..••... . . .. . 0 ••••••••••••• ••• •••• 
Ne,,•berry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Oconee . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .• . . . 12 
Orungeburg . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . .. . 3 
Pirkt'ns ............. ... o ••. . .. •. . . . . . . . . . . . •. . • . . . . . . . G 
Richl and . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . 23 
Saluda . . . .. .. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 1 
s;.~:i~~b~~g .. :::::: ::::: :: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~ 
nion .................. .. . o• •• • • •• • • • • •• •• • • • • • • • •• •• 4 
Williamsburg . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
York . . . . . .. .. . . ...• . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. ... . .. .. 13 


















































































































































































RESIDENCE OF P_\ TIENTS PRESEN1' DECE)ffiER 31, 1923. 
Counties. 
Abbeville ... .. ..•.... . . . ............•.•...•....... . ... 
Aiken .............. . ................................ .. 
Allendale .. . ......................................... . 
;\nderson .. . .. ........... . .......... . . ... , ....... .... . 
Bamberg ........... . .......... . .. . ................... . 
Barnwell ...... . ...... . .............................. . 
Beaufort .. . ........... . ... . . . ........................ . 
Berkeley ................ .. ..... ....... .. . ......... . .. . 
Calhou11 ..... . ... .. ...................... . ........... . 
Charleston . . ....... . ............. , ................ . .. . 
Cherokee ...... . ...................................... . 
Chester ........ . ......... .. .......................... . 
Chesterfield ....... . ....... .... ................ . ...... . 
Olarcndon ......................... ..... . .. . ... . . . .. . 
Colleton ................. . . . ....... . .. . .............. . 
Darlington ....... . .. . ............................... . . 
Dillon .. . . . ........... . ................ . .............. . 
Dorchester .. . , ........ . ............ . ......... . ....... . 
Edgefield . . ......... ... ......................... .. .. .. 
Fail·field .. . ... . .. . .......... . ....... .. ... ... ... . ... . .. 
l~'lorence ..... . ....... . .. . .. ... ......... , .... . ........ . 
Georgcto,vn ..... , , .. , . .... , ..... . . ... . . . . ... , .. ...... . 
Greenville .............. . ............................ . 
Green\vood .. . ..... .... ...... . •. .. ...... . ... . ...... . .. . 
Hampton ........ . .. ........ .. ...... .................. . 
IToiTy .................... . ......................... .. . 
Jasper ........ . .......................... .. ... .. 
Kersha'" . ......... . .... . , ..... , ............ . .. . . . .. .. . 
T..~ancaster ......... . ........ . I. I •••••••••••••• , I ••••• •• 
Laurens ........... I ••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • 
Lee ................................................. .. 
Lexington . . ..... ... ......... .. ....... .. ............. . 
Marion ············· · ··········~···· · ·········· · ·· · ··· Marlboro ...................... , ..................... . 
~fcCormick . . ............. .. ...... . .............. . .... . 
Ne,\·berry . . ........ .. o •• • • •• •• •••••••••••• ••• ••••••• •• 
Oconee ........ . .. 0 • •• 0 ••• • ••••••••••• , •• • •• • 0 0 • • •••• •• 
Orangeburg ..... ............. . ..... . ................. . 
Pickens ................... . .. .. ... . ..... ....... ... . . . . 
Richland .. .. ....... ........ .................. ....... . 
aluda .................. . .. ...... .... ........... ..... . 
Spartanlmrg ... . .. . . . ...... . . . . . ... . ....... . ......... . 
Stnnter . . ............. .. ... . ..... . .. . .. . ... . ......... . 
Unio11 . ............ . ....... . ...... . ............ . ..... . 
Williamsburg ............ .... .. ........ . ... . . . ....... . 











































































































































































































































OOOUPA'flO:'<S AND DAILY AVER.\OE NUMBER OF PATIENTS OCCUPIED 
Department 
Baggage Room ................... .. ... . .... .. ....... . 
Bakery ..................... . ......... . ...... . ........ . 
Barbershop .............................. , ........... . 
ntacksmith . . ....... . .. . .. . ....... . .................. . 
Broom Mn.ldng .................................. . . . . . 
Basketry ................... . ........ . ........... ... . .. Carpenter Shop ... .. ............ . .... . .. . . . ........ .. Oaning hairs .. . ....•..........•..... . .. . ........ . •.. Chail· ~faking ...... . ... .. ... . .. . ............ . . .. .... . Coal Pile ... .. .. . ....... . .......... . ................ . . 
Dairy ................... .. . ... ..................... . . . 
Dental Office ........................... . ...... . ... .. 
Diniog Roo1n ..... . , ........... . ............. . .... , .. . 
Fancy Work . . .. . ... . ............................. . . .. 
Fann . .... . ............. . .... . .................. . .... . 
Firc1nen .. . .................. . .•..... . .............. .. 
Florist . ........ . ... .. .............. . ..... . .. . ........ . Garden Vegetable . .......... . ............... .. ... . .. . Grits ) fHJ ....................................... . ... . 
Hog Fee~ len; ................. . ....... .. .. .. . . ........ . 
1\: itchen ........... . .... . . ... ••......•.••..... . ...... . . h~boratory . .. .............. . .................... , . .. . 
Laundry ...... . ....... . .... . ...................... . .. . ~f~~;~;~.M~ki~.g .: :: : ::::::::::::::::: : :::::::::::::::: 
Nurses' Quarters .... . .. . ...... , ... .. .......... . ...... . Offices and Halls .. ................................. .. 
Painting ...................................... . ..... .. 
P rinting .. . .. . ................................ . ...... . 
Plajn Se\\'ing . . ... . ........ .. o ••• •• • • •• • • • •••• • •••• • •• 
Sci'Ubbers ........ . ... .. . .. ............... . ........... . Se,,•irig Roon1 . . . .. . . .. , , ... . ........... . ......• . .... . 
Stables ...... .. ............. . ........................ . Stairway Detail ........................ . ............. . Storeroon1 . ... ..................... . ..... . ........ o ••• 
Toy Making ......................................... . 
Trucks and Wagons ................................. . 
Vegetabl e H ouse ................ . ................... . 
Ward Work ......................................... . Washing Walls ................. . ....... . ........... .. 
\\--reaving .......... . . . ....•••...•.•.••.....•.. ·o·· •... . 
Wood Cutters . .................. . ................... . \ \'ood 1-rarcl .. . ...... . ... . . .. ....... . ................. . 

















































































































Total ... .... . .. .. ....................... · ...... . .. 1 ~68 253 1 45 1 290 1 ]369 
65 per~ons gi\~en ud,·ice or treatment in out-patient c·linic during year. 
FIELD W ORKER'S REPORT. 


























PERCENTAGE OF POSITI VE WASSERMANN 'S FOR 1922 
Male White § l<...,emalc Wltite I Male Colored I 
Pos. Neg I P . C. Pos. I Neg ) P. c. I P os. I Neg \ P . c. I 
18 228 I 7.33 8 231 I 3+ 3!J 228 1114 5 I 
(Percentage of Positive Spinal Fluid Wassermanns.) 
8 I 23 125.5-G I 
*Per cent. of posi tive spina l fluid of u11 whose blood was tested 3.31-123. 
§P~r ~ont of positive spinal flu ids of all whO'ie blood wa s tested 1.61·239. 
tPer cent of positive •pinal fluid of all whose blood was tested 7.5. 
!Per cent of nositi,·e spi nal ftuid of all whose blood was teoted 1.33. 
T".IBOIL\TOHY A~XUAI" HEPOH'r FOR 19"23. 
l Female Colored 
Pos. I Neg II P. C. 
71 I 3m 15.7·9 
G GO 19.1·11 
Wa.asennann on Blood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 1308 
Wassennann on Spinal Fluid . .. ....... . , ....... , ...... , , . . ... .. . ..... . , , . ., . . . . . . . • . . . . . 181 
Routine examination (Spina l I• lui d) ............................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 181 
Blood ounls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .• • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 1i7 
Urinalysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . 524 
putum . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . • . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .•.••..... . .. . . . . . . .• . . . . . . 16 
\ r agh1a l tn!'ars .... .. . . .. ................ ........ ................. ... .. ........ .. . ... ..... , 3 
~·eoes .. ............ . ......... , . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • . . . .. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 11 
Malaria ................ . .... . .......•. • , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 48 
Oultures ........... . .......... .. , •. . .• , . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . • .. . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. 6 
Sn1enr fron1 Prostate Oland ..... •... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
\\riduls ......... . .................•.•..........•. . . .•.. o . ... ... . •. . • •. ... ..• o ..•... • . •o... . .. 2 
Ehrlich's Diazo test . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • • .. . . . . • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
~;xnminution of Milk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . • . .. . . . . .. . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1 
Bl ood typing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 5 
l)rPpnration of J)iarsenol .......... . ... . .... , .. . ... . . . .. .. . ......... 0 o. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
Autopsies ......... . .. . .... . . ... ... ... •.. ... ...... . .. ...•.. . · · · . . ..• • •. · · · · · .. • · · · · · • • · · · · · · · 0 
X-Ray Exposures . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . •• . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . ... . . . . ••. . . . . .. .• . . . . . . . 'n27 
Photographic Pictures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 24 
'l'reatment of Can~er (X·Hay) . . . . . . . . . • • . . • .• • . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. • • . . . . . . • • . . . . •. • • • . . . . . • • . . . 9 
Tr·eatmcnt of Skill Dise~ (X·Hoy) . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 22 
DEXTAJ, WORK OURTli'G 192~. 
Patients exam in ed ................. . .. . .. . ... . ......... ... ..... . . ..... . . . . . . . ... 0.... 1126 
Teeth extracted . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 3186 
l n1pactions ren'lo,·ed .. ...... o .. . .. . ..... o.. ..... ....... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 90 
Prophylaxis ghen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . 41 
'li·catntents for pyorrhea .. .. ................... . ....... 0. .... .. ..... ... . .. ... .............. 16 ])entures repaired ... .. . ..... ....... o, ••• o. o • • ••• o o •••• o •• •••• •• •• •• , •• • •••• ••••• • .•. ••• o.. . 8 
n,;dges repaired . . . . ... . .... ...................... 0 •• •• •• •• •• 0 •• • • • ••• • • • ••• • • ••• •••• 0. . . • • • 4 
X ··Ra)' pic·tures made . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 2-563 
Alloy r~storations . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . • . .. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . 63 
Bridge reo1:orations . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . • • . . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . 9 
Cement r~tomtions . . . . .. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . 6 
Porcelain restorations . ................ . ...... . ................ . ...•...... o.............. . . . 22 ])enture restorations 0 • ••• • , ••• •• •• ••••••• , •••• •• o o ................. o.......... ... ...... ..... 56 
Cro"·n r storations ....... . . . ........ .... ..... . .. ... .. . . ... ...... . . o •••••••••••••••• o • • • • • • • 1 
Inlay restorations ....... ........ ..... . . .... . ........ , ...... . .... , ......................... o 9 
Hoot a nul fillings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 2 
Pulps rapped . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . • . . 1 
Miscellaneous treatments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 354 
Ancsthrtics gi,·en in all extractions. 
CurrC'ttments made in all absce&;ed conditiom~. 
TREASURER'S REPORT 
December 31, 1923. 
D1·. 0. F. lV illiam . uperintendent. 
Dear Sir : \Ve ·ubmit herewith our annual report for the year 
1023. Our appropriation pro\·ed sufficient for our needs although 
it left no margin . The $11,57±.02, remainino- on hand, is from 
a fund accumulated from the sale of groceries, uniforms and 
bool· to employee · and is held to pay for goods purchased and 
for contracts entered into in 1923 but unfinished. 
vVe are pleased to call attention to the fact that the Dairy and 
each of the farms how a gratifying margin of profit. The ex-
traordinary crops of spring Irish potatoes and of salad grown 
by the Columbia Farm account, in part. for its lead over the 
other . 
Two statements are pre ented, one on our own budget class-
ification form and the other on the form provided by the r atlo-
nal Committee for Mental Hygiene. 
Yours respectfully, 
H. T. P~\.TTER 0~, 
GENER \.L I~FORMATI0:0l 
Dec. 31, 1923 
Trea nrer. 
1. Date of openin~ as an institution for the insane .... De ember 1 , 1 27. 
(Date of found in~ the institution, December 21, 1 21). 
2. Typ of institution .......................................... State 
3. Hospital plant 
Value of hospital property: 
Real estate including buildings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.254,04 0 
Personal property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 202,179 22 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :2,457,127 30 
Total ncrea~e of hoHpital property owned (ineludeR 
gr ound;;, farm and garden dud sites occupied hy huilcling~) 2,710 61 
Additional acreage rented .................................. none 
Total acreage under cultivation during previous _r('nr .... .. .... 950 
46 
4. OFFICERS AND E'MPLOYEES 
Actually in Service at Vacancies at End 
End of Year of Year 
M:ales Females Total ~!ales Females Total 
Superintendents ............. ... ...........•.. 1 1 
Assistant physicians . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 1 9 10 1 
Medical internes ....... , .. . .... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 3 
Clinical assistants ... .. .• .. ..... .. . ... . ...... 
Total physicians . ..••. .. ................. 10 11 
Stewards .... . ....... . . .. .........••........... 1 1 
Resident dentists ........................... . 1 1 
Graduate nurses . . . ................. . ..... ... . 19 19 
Other nurse and attendants ............... . 63 82 145 20 20 
Teachers of occupational therapy ........... . 
Social \vork rs .... ............. .. ............• 
3 4 7 
1 1 
All other office1'S and employees ........... . 133 51 184 
Total officers and employees ............ . 211 r 300 21 25 
Males Females Total 
6. Patients employee! in industrial classes or 
in general hospital worl' on elate of report 826 543 1369 
7. Avemge daily number of all patient ac-
tually in institution durin" year 1200 1225 2425 
Voluntary patients admitted during year 4 
9. Persons given advi ·e or treatment in out 
patient clinics <luring year 42 
RECEIPTS 
Balance on hanu from previous fi cal year ............. . 
Re ·eived from appropriation ........................... . 
Received from paying patients ........................ . 
Received from all other sources ......... .. ............ . 
Total receipts 
DISBURSEMENTS 
1. Expenditures for maintenance of patients: 
Salarie :mel wages .. . .............. . 
Provisions (food) ................... . 
Fuel (gas, kero ·ene. coal and freight on 
coal ............................... . 
All other expenditures for maintenance .. 




197, 28 2 
2. Expenditures for purposes other than maintenance, 
including new buildings, additions, extraordinary re-
pair , improvements, etc. . ........................ . 
3. Expenditures for refunds ........................... . 
~l.'otal expenditures ........ ! ...• . ................ 
Amount returned to State 'l'reasurer ............ . .. . 
Balance on hand at close of year ....... . ..... . . . 
Total disbursements, including balance on hand ... . 
3 7 
23 65 














Revolving Fund from 1922 .............. ...... ........... . 
From Paying Patients ...............................•... 
From Farms and Dairy ................................. . 
From Diversional Occupation Department ............... . 
From Sundry Source ................................... . 
From 1922 Appropriation ................................ . 
From 1923 Appropriation: 
1.\-fain tenance ........................................ . 
The Pel Farm ....................................... . 
The :Moore Farm .................................... . 
The Columbia Farm ................................. . 
The Hospital Dairy ................................. . 
Improvements and Sprinkler System ............... . 
Permanent Improvements, Building and Renovation.· 
Borrowed l\1oncy ............... ... ............... ... . 
DJSBUR EME:'\'TS 
















During Year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 21,097 06 
Paid for following activities: 
Maintenance ....................................... . 
Pel Farm ........................................... . 
l\1oore Farm ....................................... . 
Columbia Farm ......... . .... ....... ................ . 
Dairy ............................................... . 
Improvements and Sprinkler System ................. . 
Permanent Improvements, Buildings and Renovation 
Paid for refunds ..................................... . 
Revolving fund ......................................... . 











$833,731 56 Average daily number of patients in institution during year...... 2,425 
Daily per capita co~t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7 0 
DAIRY REPORT 1923 
DEBITS 
To Pure bred cattle on hand January J, J 923 .........•. 
Grade cattle on hand Janunry 1, 1923 .............. . ( ') Work animals on hand January 1, 1923 ........ . 
Feed on hand January 1, 1923 ................... .. 




6,4 1 00 
2,633 90 
18 
Animal" bought . ............. . . .. .. . . . . . .... .. .... ... . 
Bedding . .. .. . ... . . ... .... .. . . .. .. . . ....... . . .. ...... . 
Boa rd of attenda n t· . ...... . ........ . .... . .. .. . .. ... . 
Depreciation of p lant . .. . ....... . . . .... .. .. . ....... . 
Equipment · ............... . . . .. . ..... . . .. . . .. . . . ... .. . 
Feed (dairy herd) .............. . ..... .. ....... .. ... . 
Feed (beef cattle) . . . ..... .. .. . .................... . 
Fer tilizer . . . . ........ . .. . .... . .. . ................... . 
Freight and express . . . ... . ............. .. .. .. ....... . 
Horse _shoeiHg . . ... . ............. . ... . ... . . . .. .. ... . 
I nsurance on building,; ..... . ... . . . . . .. . ......... ... .. . 
Interest on amount ill vestecl in cattle ($8000.00) . . . .. . 
Kerosene, gasoline and oils . ...... ... . . .. . . .. ....... . 
Machinery, implements and hardware .............. . 
Hrooms. soap, salt, rope, twine, chee e cloth, etc. . .... . 
OHice suppliefl . ....... .. .................... . ... . .... . 
Payroll .......... . ............ . .. . .................. . 
Regist ration f es .......... ... ... . . .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . 
Rental of land ( 9 acre @ $4.00) .. .. .. . .... .. . . . . .. . 
Repairs to equipment .... . ........ .. .. . . . ........... . 
Seed . . . . .. . ................. . ....... .... . . . . ... . .... . 
Steers bought for beef (include freight) ........... . . 
Oat straw sold ................ .. ...... . ............ . 
Testing milk . . ....................... . ... . . . .. . ... . . 
Veterinarian ...... . . . ....... .. ....... . ... . ....... .. . . 
Veterinary supplies ........... . ..•............... . ... 
Balance in favor of Dairy . ................... . ..... . 
DAIRY REPORT 1923 
CREDITS 
By 110,1?.2 lbs. Beef @ .H, .09 and .10 . ... . ................ . 
Cal vcs sold . .... . ...... . ....... . .. . ............ .. . . . . 
Claim . . ... . .. . ......... . ....... . ....... . .... . .. . .... . 
Compost to hospital ..... . ... . ............ . . ... . ... .. . 
144 bu. Com @ .90, $1.00, $1.16 and $1.25 ............. . 
Bull ring sold . . .. ... . .......... . ........ .. ......... . 
Feed sold ........ . . ............. . ... . ............... . 
Hides and tallow .......... . .. . ...... . . . . . . . .......... . 
57,142 1·4 gal. milk to hospital @ .50 . ....... . ........ . 
12 bu. oats @ .60 ...... . .. . ................ .. ...... . 
Premiums and prizes .... .. ... . .......... . ......... . . 
Refunds .................. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Rye ~'<Old . ...... . ........ . ... . ... . .. . .... · · · · · · · · · · .. · 
Sacks cOld .. . ......... .. . . ...... . ............ .. ..... . 
Service fees ..... . ......... . . . ... . . .. .... . . . ......... . 
Shucks sold . ....................... . .. . ..... . . .. ..... . 















































068 lbs. Yeal @ .15 and .H 1-2 ............ . ............ . 
Yokes old .... . .... ...... . . .... .. ......... . ......... . 
Pure bred cattle on hand December 31, 1923 . .. .... . 
Grade cattle on hand December 31, 1923 ...... .. ..... . 
(8) ·w ork animals on hand December 31, 1923 ...... . . 
Feed on hand December 31, Hl23 .. .......... .... ... .. . 
Dairy and farm implements on hand December 31, 10~3 
Steer. (55) on hantl December 31, 1923 (cost plus 
freight plus feed from October through December) 
PEL FAHJ\1 REPORT 1923 
DEBITS 
'l'o Implements and machinery ou llancl January 1, 1923 .... 
Hogs on hand January 1, 192a ...................•.... 
(]3) Work animals on hand January 1, 1923 .... . ..... . . 
Produce on hand January 1, 192.'3 ......... ... .... . .... . 
Cattle on hand January 1, 1923 .... .. ........ .. .. .... . . 
Agricultural and botanical supplies ................. . 
Board of attendants .................. ... ... .. .. . .. .. . . 
Depreciation of plant . . .............. .... . . ........... . 
Equipment .... . ... . ... . . . ....... ........ .... .. ....... . 
Feed ........................ .. .. .................... . 
Fertilizer .. .. ... .. .. . . . ........ . · ..................... . 
Freigll t and express ................................. . 
Garbage .. ....... . .. .. .. ............................. . 
Kero ene, gasoline and oil 
Hog ~ .... ......... . .... ........ . ............ .. .. .. .. . . 
n or e slloeing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 • 
Insurance on buildings .......... .. ... . ..... . .. .. ..... . 
Interest on amount invested in cows . ...... ........ ... . 
Interest on amount iuye led in hogs ...... . . . ........... . 
Macllinery, implements and hardware .. .. ............. . 
Axle grease, twine ... .... .... .. ...... . .. . ............. . 
Payroll ... . ... . .. .. ...... .... .... . .. . ...... .... .. .... . 
Hental of land (398 acres @ $2.00) ... .. . .. •..... .. .. .. 
Repairs to equipment . ....... ...... . .. ... .... . ........ . 
Seed and plants ....... .. ...... .. . .... . . . .... . .. ... .. . 
Yeterinarian . . ... .... . .... ... .................. . ... . . . 
Veterinary SU11Plies ................................... . 








































l'EL FARM REPOR'.r 1923 
CREDITS 
By 1168 lbs. beef @ .0635 and .0660 ...... . .. . . . ........... . 
272 canteloupe @ .10 . . ....... . ...... . ..... . . .. . . .. .. . . 
717 + bu corn (in ear ) @ .90, $1.06 and $1.10 ....... . . . 
Fef'Cling hospital team . ...... . ... . ..... . .. .. ........... . 
Hauling . . . . ..... . ... . ... . ..... . . . ...... . . . . .. .. .. ..... . 
Hides old ............. . ....... . . . .. . .. . . .... ... .. . .. . . 
Ho~s sold .......... .. ...... ... . . .... . . . .... . ..... .. .. . 
8106 5-8 gal. milk to hospital @ .50 . . ..... . .... . ...... . 
Oats sold ..... . .... . ...... . ... : ............. . ... . ... . 
2470 lbs. Pea. @ .04 and .07 ................ . ........ . 
23,151 lhs. Pork @ .12 1-2, .15 1-2 .. 14 1-2, .13 1-2 and .13 
Oat straw sold .......... . ..... .. . .. . . ..... . .. .. . .. ... . 
256!l bu. sweet potatoes @ .75 ................ . ... . .... . 
5543 watermelon @ .20 ............ . .................. . 
Implement~ and machinery on hand December 31, 1923 .. . . 
Hog~ on hand D cember 31, 1923 .... ...... .. ... . . .. . . . 
(13) Work animals on h::lnd December 31, 1923 ...... . .. . 
Feed on hand December 31, 1923 . . ............ ... .... . . . 
Cattle on hand December 31, 1923 . ... . .. ... .. ....... . 
COJ-UMBIA FARM REPORT 1923 
DEBITS 
To Produce on hand January 1, 1!l23 ........ .. ...... . . . . 
Implements and machinery on hand January 1, 1923 .. .. . . 
Fertilizer on hand J anuary 1, 1923 . . . . .. ..... . ....... . 
Hogs on hand January 1, 1923 . ...... . ..... .. .. . ..... . 
Steers (54) on hand JamJary 1. 1023 (cost and feed) . .. . 
(12) Work animal. on hand January 1, 1923 ... . ..... . 
:b'ced on band January 1, 1923 .. . . .. ........... .. ...... . 
Agricultural and botanical supplle .. .. ..... . ...... . . 
Board of attendants and Iahm·ers ..... . ........ ... ..... . 
Depreci11lion on buildings .................. .. . . . . .... . . 
Eqnipmcu t ........ . .. . .. . . . ........... .. . . .. .. ....... . 
Feed ....................... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Fertilizer . ......... . ..... . ............. :· . ........... . 
F1·eigbt and eJo..-press . . ... .... .. . .. . ....... . ..... .. ... . 
Gnrhagc .................. . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . .......... . 
Kerosene, gasoline and oils ... ... ..... . ... . .. . ....... . . 
nor. e shoeing ............... . ..... . ..... . .. . .. .. . .. . 
Insurance on buHdings ......... .... ... .. . ... . ..... . .. . 
Interc -t on amount invested in hogs ($600.00) ... . . . . . . . 
Machinery, implements and hardware 
Barrel •, twine, rope, axle grease, etc. . .... . .... .. .. .. . . 
{ 











































Payroll ....... . ... .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. ........ . ...... . .. ·. 
Rental of lands (1!35 acrefl @ ll!4.00) . . ....... .. ... . ... . 
Repairs to equipment .... . . .......... . .. . ........... . 
Seed .. ... ..... ..... . . .. ......... .... . ..... . . ..... .. . . . 
Veterinarian ...................... ... ... .... .... . .. .. . 
Veterinary ·upplies .. . ............... .. .. . ...•........ 
Wood ... . ... ... . . ........ . ........................... . 
Balance in favor of Columbia Farm ................... . 
"'\90LUMBIA FARM REPORT 1923 
CREDITS 
By Animals taken up . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 
26.177 lhs. Beef @ .12 ............................... . 
64 + bu. Beets @ $2.00 and $1.50 .. ..... ..... .. ..... . 
41 + bu. Bell Peppers @ $1.00 ................. . ... .. . 
Bones »old .. . ......... ... .. ....... ...... ......... .... . 
29.855 lbs. Cabbage @ .02 3-4 .. 02 1-2 and .02 ............. . 
54 + bu. Carrots @ $2.50 ............ .. ..... ..... ..... . 
13,745 lbs, Collards @ .02 . ................. .. ..... .... . 
476 + bu. Com (in ear) @ .90, $1.20 and $1.10 .. . ..... .. . . 
106 + bu. Shelled Corn @ $1.00 and $1.25 ... ... ...... ... . 
J 16 3-4 bu. Cucumbers @ $1.00 .. ............ ....... . 
Feed sold ..... .... ...... . . ....... . ..... .......... .. . . 
Fertilizer sold . .. . ...... . . . . . ........ .... . ... . ...... . . 
Hay sold .. . . . .... .... . . ............................ . 
fiid es sold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I-Iogs sold ............................ . ............... . 
350 tons Manure @ $5.00 .. . ... ... . .. .. . . .... .. .. ... .. . 
151 bu. Oats @ .70, .60, .62 and .63 ..... . . . .. .. . .. .. .... . 
8520 lbs. Oat and vetch hay @ $20.0Q ton .. .. . .. . ........ . 
10,620 lbs. Oat straw @ :j!lO.OO ton ..................... . 
Rll + bu. Okra @ $2.00 . .. . ....... ... . .... . .... ..... .. . 
176 bu. Onions and tops @ $1.50 ... ....... . . .. .. . ...... . 
47,397 lbs. Pork @ .12 1-2, .15 1-2, .13 1-2 and .13 ....... . 
1042 + bu. Irish potatoe.' @ $1.00, $1.25 and $1.40 ....... . 
207,388 lbs, Sweet potatoes @ .01 1-4 ........... ... . .... . 
74 1-2 bu. Radishes @ $1.50 .. .. ...... .. .... ... ........ . 
HO bu. Rape salad @ .65 .. .. .. .. .... . ... ... .... .. .. . 
3375 + bu. Tuxnip and mustard salad @ .65 .. . . ..... .. . 
Reed sold ................. . . ........ .... ....... .. . .. . 
Shucks sold . .... . .......... ........... ....... . .. ... .. . 
428 + bu. Squash @ .50 . ... ............ . ............ . 
l39 + bu. String beans @ $1.50 ..... . ..... . ... ... ... . 
835 + gal. Syrup @ .55 . .. . . .... . .. .... . . ...... ... .. . 
331 + bu. Swiss chard @ .GO . . •.. ... ...•. .••.•• • . . .. .. 














































18,854 Jhs. Turnip:;; @ .01 1-2 ............... . .......... . 
Implements and machinery on hand December 31, 1923 . .. . 
Fertilizer on hand December 31, 1923 .. . . ....... . .. . . . . 
Hogs on hand December 31, 1923 ... . ....... . .... .. ... . 
(ll) Work animal on hand Decemb r 31, 1923 . .... . 
Feed on hand December 31, 1()23 . . .......... . ........ . 
Reed on hand December 31, 1923 ... . ......... . ....... . 
MOORE FARl\1 REPORT 1923 
DEBITS 
To Implements and machinery on hand J anuary 1, 1()23 
(12) ·work animaiR on band J anua ry 1, 1923 .... . ...... . 
Produce on lumtl .January 1, 1923 ........ . .......... . 
Hogs on hand January 1, 1923 ..... . ......... .. .... . 
Ag-ricultural and botanical suprlies .... . ..... . .. . . . .. . 
Board of attendants ... . .. . . . ............ . ... . .... . . . . 
Depreciation of J)lant ................. . ...... . ....... . 
Equipment ............ . ... . .... . . . ... .. ......... . ... . . 
Feed .............. . ..... . ...... . ... .. ..... . · · · · · · · · · · 
Fertilizer . . ... . .......... .. ... . ... . .. . .. ... ......... . 
Freight and express .... .. ......... . . . ............. . . 
Kerosene, gasoline and oils ... . . . . . ... .. .. . ............ . 
norse shoeing ........ . . . . . ............... . ..... .. ... . 
Insurance on buildings ... . .. .. ..... . ....... . .. . . . .. . . . 
Livestock (mule) ............. . .... .. . .. . . ..... . ..... . 
Machinery. implements and hardware . . . ...... ... ..... . 
Twine, mou e traps, etc. . ... . ............... ... ...... . . 
Office supplies .. . .. . ...... . .. .. ... . .... ... ..... .... .. . . 
Pa~"roll ........ . . . .. ... .............. ... .... .. . .. .. .. . 
Rental of land (326 acres @ $2.00) .... . ............ . 
Repairs to equipment . . . . ... . .. . ................ . ..... . 
Reed and plants .. . ....... .. .................... . ..... . 
Veterinary supplies ....... .. .................... . ... . . 
Veterinarian ......... . ....... . . . ............ . .. .. .. . . . 
Balance in favor or Moore Farm .. . . . .. . . .... . .. . ... .. . 
MOORE FARM REPORT 1923 
CREDITS 
By 258 bu. String bean:;; @ $1.50 . .. . . ... ... . .. .. ... . .... . .. . 
129 bu. Butter bean (in hull) @ 2.00 ... . ..... . ...... . . 
25 bu. Beets @ $1.50 .......... . ... ... ........ . .. . . . .. . 
13,800 lhs. Cabbag<' @ .02 3-4 and .02 1-2 ......... . ..... . 
577 Canteloupes @ .10 .... . ... . . .. ............. . . . ... . 









2, 19 00 
312 50 
$35, 20 6i 

































843 + bu. Corn (in ear) @ .no, 1.06 and 1.10 ....... . 
7 bu. Shelled corn @ $1.00, ., 1.16 and $1.30 ...... . .. . 
Cotton sold .......................................... . 
Cotton seed old .... .. ......... ............. . .... .. . . 
61 bn. Cucumbers @ $1.00 ........................... . 
IIauling . .. . ............... .. ........ ...... .... ... ... . 
Hay sold ........................................... . 
Hulls ;;old .............................. . .... ....... . 
202 bu. Irish potatoes @ $1.00 an<l $1.25 ............. . 
230 bu. Okra @ 2.00 ................................ . 
1!l3 bu. Onions and tops @ $1.50 .... ... ............ . 
34 bu. Green peas @ $0.75 .......... .... .. .. .. .. .... . . 
300 lb~. Dried peas @ .04 ..........•.................. 
3705 lhs Pork @ .12 1-2 ............................... . 
14 6 bu. Sweet potatoes @ .75 ..................... . 
72 bu. Radishes @ $1.50 ........................... . 
478 doz. Roasting ears @ .~0 .......................... . 
500 bu. Salad (rape, tumiJ) nnd mustard) @ .65 ..... . 
Shuck. solcl .......................................... . 
l!'i, bu. S.quasb @ .50 ...... . ....................... . 
Oat straw sold ...................................... . 
5.f6 gal. Syrup @ .55 .............................. . 
130 1-2 bu. Tomatoes @ 1.75 and .,2.75 .... ...... . . ... . 
2121 bu. Turnips ancl top @ .70 ................. . 
• 216 Watermelons @ .20 . . ........ . ........ . ......... . 
4 ords wood @ $2.00 ............................. .. . 
Impl ments and macbiuery on hand December 31, 1923 
(13) \Vork animals on hand Decemhcr 31, 1923 ....... . 
Feed on hand December 31, 10:.3 ................ .. ..... . 

































REPORT OF ARCHITECT 
To the Bo(Jrrl of Regent. : 1 Otbth Om·olina 
wrnbia, • . 0. 
Gentlemen: 
January 1, 1924. 
tate II ospitril, 0 ol-
A report of the permanent buildings erected and improvements 
made dnring the year i herewith ubmiLted. 
The construction of extension to kitchen, providing facilities 
for cleaning vegetables, which was under construction at the 
time of the last report was completed early in the year. 
A four room cottage was built for the electrician, a five room 
cottage for the a istant ngineer, and two five room cottages 
for members of the Medical taff. 
A new copper hood and ventilating system has been installed 
in the main kitchen. 
Two addition a 1 stairways ,,-ere built on the outside of the 
Old Asylum building. These were constructed of wood, and 
were built at a minimum cost to provide additional exits. 
Plans and specification· were drawn for a Ward Building to 
be built at State Park to be occupie l by colored male patients. 
Bids for the con truction of this building were received and 
considered by ~'our Board at it meeting in July. Contract for 
the con trnction of the builclinrr " ·as awarded the Caughman 
Contracting Company. The contract for the plumbing was 
awarded to W. B. Guimarin and Co., and for heating to A. W. 
Holler ompany. ·work was begun on thi building in Aurrust, 
and at this time the contractors are satisfactorily progressing 
with the work, and if nothing unforseen happens the building 
should be completed and ready for occupancy by 1ay 1, 1924. 
The bid submitted and accepted by the Board was very rea on-
able, making thi building co t $650.00 per bed, which is ]e s 
than the amount estimated. The building is a two story brick 
ward building con tructed entirely fire proof and arranged and 
equipped to care for 200 colored patients. 
This building is the econcl of a group of ward buildings to be 
proYided at tate Park for the care of the colored patients now 
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honscd at the olumbia institution. As preYiously reported, the 
white male wards are over roweled and thi condition has con-
tinued to increa e. It was recommended that the mo t economical 
manner in which to extend the wards for white male patients 
wonll Le to build wards at tate Park -with ca.pacity sufficient 
to remove the patients from the Parker Building. The appro-
priation '"a not sufficient to construct the e wards, but a ward 
building having a capacity of 200 beds has been provided at 
tate Park. It i recommended that the colored male patients 
now in the Parker Annex, numbering about 120 together with 
about 0 patients from the Parker Building, be moved into this 
builrling. This will relieve the crowded condition of the patients 
in the Parker Building: and will make the Parker Annex avail-
able to the "·hite male patients. 
Before utilizing the Parker Annex for white patients a certain 
amount of repairs is neces ary-new plumbing and a heating 
plant should be installed. In the scheme of development adopted 
this building will be later used as inclu trial shops for white 
patients. 
If the policy of segregating the races is to be carried to com-
pletion it is necessary to continue the erection of buil<.lings at 
tate Park to care for all of the colored patien , as was fully 
outlined in the Ninety-seventh Annual Report of the Board. 
After 200 male patients arc removed from Columb.ia the 
colorecl patients will be hou eel as follows: 
Parker Building-Columbia ...... .. .. . 
Laundry Bldg.- tnte Park ... . ........ . 






Pre ent l\7arcl Bldg. tate Park . . . . . . . . 341 
Total 
600 
Old Asylum Bldg.- Columbia . . . . . . . . . . 1 0 521 
1121 
\Vith the present cen u there will still remain 4GO colored 
patients at the Columbia institution. 
The laundry building at tate Park was temporarily arranged 
eight years ago to take care of 100 male patients to relieve the 
11 111[~11~~ l~ll[l ~ill[lli~l~llili~~[l\111 11 
0 01 01 0308025 4 
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crmnlecl condition of the wards in Columbia and now houses 120 
patients. 
The present building at tate Park should have only 250 
patients, but is crowded np with 3-J.l patients. 
The mo t efficient and economical manner in which to deYelop 
the segregation of the races and to provide ufficient building 
facilities depends upon the appropriation made for this purpose. 
IIoweYer, if the usual appropriation is nncle it is recommended 
that a 'Vard Building be bnilt at State Park to house the patients 
remaining in the Parker Building. Thi will remove all colored 
male patients to State Park, and will make the Parker Building 
aYailable for development for white male patients. 
Your Board is thoroughly familiar 'vith the ultimate plan 
which has been '"orkecl out for the buildings necessary to care 
for the patients in your charge, and it i not nece sary to go 
fnrther to recite the urgent necessity for pu hing the building 
program. 
Hespectfully submitted, 
LAFAYE & LAFAYE, 
Architect . 
1 
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